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1. Who we are

The portal is a central point of access to European open data from international, European Union, national,

regional, local and geodata portals. It consolidates the former EU Open Data Portal and the European Data

Portal.

The portal is intended to:

give access and foster the reuse of European open data among citizens, business and organisations;

promote and support the release of more and better-quality metadata and data by the EU's institutions, agencies

and other bodies, and European countries;

educate citizens and organisations about the opportunities that arise from the availability of open data.

The two former portals EU Open Data Portal and European Data Portal, launched respectively in 2012 and

2015, were originally established on the basis of Directive 2003/98/EC to promote accessibility to and the

reuse of public sector information. The successor directives Directive 2013/37/EU and Directive

(EU) 2019/1024 confirmed and extended its action. It invites all the EU Member States to publish their public

data resources, such as open datasets, and to make them accessible to the public whenever possible.

Currently in its third iteration, the portal merges the activities of the European Data Portal (which focused

exclusively on EU Member States and other European countries) and of the EU Open Data Portal (which

served data from the EU institutions, agencies, and bodies) into one.

1. 

2. 

3. 
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http://data.europa.eu/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EU_Open_Data_Portal
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L1024&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L1024&from=EN


It is funded by the EU and managed by the Publications Office of the European Union. The Directorate-General

for Communications Networks, Content and Technology of the European Commission is responsible for the

implementation of EU open data policy, in collaboration with the project's management.

You can download and share the latest version of this documentation in the PDF format: Download

1.1 Our mission, vision and values

The mission, vision and values of data.europa.eu are part of those from the Publications Office of the European

Union (OP) with respect to open data.

OP's mission. The Publications Office of the European Union is the official provider of publishing services to

all EU institutions, bodies, and agencies. As such, it is a central point of access to EU law, publications, open

data, research results, procurement notices and other official information. Its mission is to support EU policies

and ensure that this broad range of information is available to the public as accessible and reusable data to

facilitate transparency, economic activity, and the diffusion of knowledge.

Information

1.1 Our mission, vision and values
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OP's vision. A well-informed EU, empowered by timely and effective access to trustworthy information and

knowledge and benefiting from all the opportunities this brings to society and the economy.

OP's values.

Transparency -- we facilitate transparency throughout the policy cycle of the EU institutions to enhance

evidence-based decision-making, accountability, civic participation, and democracy.

Trustworthiness -- we strive to ensure that the content we provide is accurate and reliable so that citizens trust

the EU as a provider of information.

Accessibility -- we believe access to information is a human right that all citizens should enjoy regardless of

language, culture, disability, social status, location, technology, or the way they understand information.

Service orientation -- we are committed to continuously improving our services to both our institutional

stakeholders and EU citizens because we want to contribute to the European project in the best possible way.

1.2 Better access, enhanced transparency and use

The portal is aimed at improving the accessibility to open data and promoting its use by public

administrations, research centres, citizens, businesses, and any other interested organisation. It enhances the

transparency of European administrations and educates about the opportunities arising from open data.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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1.3 Translated metadata catalogue

The portal is a metadata catalogue. To foster the comparability of data published across borders, it presents

metadata references in a familiar format (Data Catalogue Vocabulary (DCAT) application profile for data

portals in Europe), using Resource Description Framework (RDF) technology. It provides translations of

metadata descriptions in all 24 official EU languages using machine-translation technologies (eTranslation).

In some situations, metadata machine-based translation might not be as efficient as human translation.

1.3 Translated metadata catalogue
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https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/dcat_application_profile/description
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/dcat_application_profile/description
https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/eu-languages_en
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/etranslation/public/welcome.html


1.4 From raw data to services

The metadata catalogue of datasets can be explored through a search engine (data tab), through a map for

geospatial data or through a SPARQL endpoint and API endpoint.

The 'data providers' (EU institutions, agencies and EU bodies, Member States, and other European countries)

are autonomous in publishing their metadata (which gives you access to their data) in data.europa.eu. The

portal also publishes datasets of other European countries and organisations beyond the EU. The portal is

updated when new datasets and content are available. 

In addition to the vast collection of public datasets, most of them published in open formats, we offer

additional contents and related services:

training materials on open data in the data.europa academy;

studies such as Open Data Maturity or The Economic Impact of Open Data;

news and data stories;

a metadata quality dashboard assessing metadata quality against various findable, accessible, interoperable,

and reusable (FAIR) indicators;

our social media channels (Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, Facebook);

a list of events with the most relevant events taking place;

a quarterly Newsletter.

1.5 Open data in the European Commission

Several policy and legal developments on EU open data have taken place since 2003.

2003 -- Directive 2003/98/EC on the re-use of the public sector information (PSI) directive.

2011 -- Commission Decision (2011/833/EU) on the reuse of Commission documents, established the basis

for the former EU Open Data Portal, operated by the Publications Office of the EU (2012--2021).

2012 -- launch of the EU Open Data Portal, central point of access to open data from EU institutions,

agencies, and bodies.

2013 -- Directive 2013/37/EU amending Directive 2003/98/EC on the re-use of public sector information.

2015 -- launch of the European Data Portal publishing data from national, regional, and local open data

portals.

2019 -- Directive 2019/1024 on open data and the re-use of public sector information recasts

Directives 2003/98/EC (PSI directive) and 2013/37/EU setting up a legal framework of minimum

requirements for Member States regarding the accessibility of public data resources. 

2020 -- Communication on a European strategy for data (COM/2020/66) aiming at creating a single market

for data to ensure Europe's global competitiveness.

2021 -- The European Data Portal (data from the EU Member States and other European countries) and the

EU Open Data Portal (data from the EU institutions, agencies, and bodies) were consolidated into the

data.europa.eu portal.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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1.6 European data strategy

The European data strategy fosters a single market for data for the benefit of businesses, researchers, and

public administrations. The portal will continue to play a crucial role in supporting data accessibility and

interoperability, facilitating its use and value creation.

1.6 European data strategy
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1.7 European open data space

The European open data space is an essential element of the single market for data -- an EU-wide

interoperable data space that will enable the development of new products and services based on public data,

and industrial and scientific applications. It focuses on the implementation of EU open data and reuse policies

under the legal acts adopted by the EU institutions. In 2021 the Publications Office of the EU was working on

all four European open data space building blocks and their objectives:

providing a comprehensive catalogue of open data and citizen-centric reuse services;

improving the interlinking and interoperability of open data with other sources of public-sector information,

such as legislation, publications, and digital content;

fostering the use of data from EU content through the organisation of EU Datathon competitions and data

visualisation events;

contributing to the implementation of data governance and policies across the EU institutions.

• 

• 

• 

• 
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2. Our services

2.1 Introduction

Our services are focused around three main spheres.

Data publishers -- any person or entity that gives access and distributes data to the public. To ensure the

reliability of the published resources in the portal, the data publishers of the portal are official

representatives from supranational, national and local public administration.

Data users -- any person or entity who accesses and consumes data for any purpose. These include a wide

range of data users who visit the portal for different purposes: non-governmental organisations,

international organisations, private sector, academia, students, etc.

Data literacy -- the ability to read, understand, create, and communicate data as information. Much like

literacy as a general concept, data literacy focuses on the competencies involved in working with data.

If you are looking for data, you can find more than one million datasets from all over Europe and beyond,

including publications, learning material and the latest news about open data.

The portal enables users to discover, explore, link, download and easily reuse data for commercial or non-

commercial purposes, subject to the licence chosen by the data provider through a common, homogenised

• 

• 

• 
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metadata catalogue. From the portal, users can access data published on the websites of the various data

providers.

Semantic technologies offer additional functionalities. The metadata catalogue can be searched via an

interactive search engine (data tab) and through SPARQL queries (SPARQL search tab).

The portal offers many additional features for exploring open data, such as statistics, use cases, open data

news, data stories and country insights. Additionally, it offers an events calendar and a newsletter to help

users stay up to date with the developments in the open data world.

The interface is available in the 24 official languages of the EU. Whenever the metadata is not available in any

of the languages, it is machine translated from the original language into the others.

2.1 Introduction
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2.2 Datasets

The portal covers datasets from international, European, national, regional and local public administrations.

The portal goes beyond open data so the license should be checked on how the dataset can be used.

In general, all data is available for free and can be used, for example, in developing innovative services and

products.

Metadata of datasets

DCAT defines a dataset as 'a collection of data, published or curated by a single agent, and available for access

or download in one or more representations.' The portal collects the metadata of public data made available

across Europe and beyond. Differences in how this descriptive data is displayed are related to the original

metadata provided by the publisher. The portal collects the metadata even when it contains deviations from

the common data model. With the scope of improving the quality of the metadata and data, the portal

constantly assesses the quality of the metadata errors and communicates them back to the owners of the

datasets. Metadata quality evaluation is visible for each dataset and for entire collections as a dashboard.

More information is provided in section Analytics on the portal

Special mention is made with regard to formats. The portal collects all datasets from the portals it harvests,

without excluding any format. Data is collected and made available in the file format provided by the data

provider. The format shown is the one indicated in the metadata of the dataset's distribution.

Also with regards to licences, the portal collects all datasets from the portals it harvests, without excluding

datasets under non-commercial licences. Data is collected with the type of licence provided by the source. A

dataset licence is an explicit and legally binding statement of recipients' rights, restrictions, and obligations in

relation to a specific dataset. Usually, it is expressed through a written contract or through a unilateral

statement from the rights holder(s), but it may also be expressed through legislation or other regulatory

initiatives.

Who provides the data?

The datasets you can find on the portal come from many European administrations' national open data portals

(in keeping with Directive 2003/98/EC and subsequent modifications) and geo-data portals (in keeping with

the Inspire directive and subsequent modifications). EU institutions provide datasets of European scope. There

are also several non-governmental organisations who publish their datasets on the portal.

2.2 Datasets
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https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat-3/#Class:Dataset
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Currently, datasets from the following catalogues are published on the portal.
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Catalogue URI Catalogue name Catalogue description

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/mfgi

'GeoNetwork Hungary'@en 'Geo Data Portal Hungary'@en

--- --- ---

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/52north

'52°North'@en '52°North Initiative for Geospatial

Open Source Software'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/acer

'European Union Agency for the

Cooperation of Energy

Regulators'

'European Union Agency for the

Cooperation of Energy

Regulators'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/agri

'Directorate-General for

Agriculture and Rural

Development'

'Directorate-General for

Agriculture and Rural

Development'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/avaandmete-

portaal

'Avaandmete portaal'@et 'Open Data Portal Estonia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/berec_office

'Agency for Support for BEREC' 'Agency for Support for BEREC'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/bev-at

'data.bev.gv.at'@en 'data.bev.gv.at provides Austrian

national spatial data as open data

as well as services of the Federal

Office of Metrology and

Surveying'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/bmlfuw-at

'inspire.gv.at'@de 'Geo Data Portal Austria'@de

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/budg

'Directorate-General for Budget' 'Directorate-General for Budget'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/cdt

'Translation Centre' 'Translation Centre'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/cedefop

'Cedefop' 'Cedefop'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/cfca

'European Fisheries Control

Agency'

'European Fisheries Control

Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/chafea

'Consumers, Health, Agriculture

and Food Executive Agency'

'Consumers, Health, Agriculture

and Food Executive Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/cinea

'European Climate, Infrastructure

and Environment Executive

Agency'

'European Climate, Infrastructure

and Environment Executive

Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/cnect

'Directorate-General for

Communications Networks,

Content and Technology'

'Directorate-General for

Communications Networks,

Content and Technology'

2.2 Datasets
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Catalogue URI Catalogue name Catalogue description

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/commu

'Directorate-General for

Communication'

'Directorate-General for

Communication'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/comp

'Directorate-General for

Competition'

'Directorate-General for

Competition'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/consil

'Council of the European Union' 'Council of the European Union'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/cor

'European Committee of the

Regions'

'European Committee of the

Regions'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/cpvo

'Community Plant Variety Office' 'Community Plant Variety Office'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/csw-sk

'Inspire Discovery Service

Slovakia'@en

'Geo Data Portal Slovakia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/cuzk

'Geoportal Czech Office for

Surveying, Mapping and

Cadastre'@en

'Cadastre Czech Republic'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/dados-gov-pt

'dados.gov.pt'@pt 'Open Data Portal Portugal'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/dane-gov-pl

dane.gov.pl'@en 'Poland's Open Data Portal'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gov-be

'data.gov.be'@fr 'Belgian open data portal,

harvesting data from federal,

regional and local portals in

Belgium'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gov-ie

'Data.gov.ie'@ga 'Open Data Portal Ireland'@ga

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gov-lt

'data.gov.lt'@lv 'Open data in Lithuania'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gov-lv

'data.gov.lv'@lv 'Open Data Portal Latvia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gov-me

'Open data portal

Montenegro'@en

'Open data portal

Montenegro'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gov-ro

'data.gov.ro'@ro 'Open Data Portal Romania'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gov-sk

'data.gov.sk'@sk 'Open Data Portal Slovakia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gov-ua

data.gov.ua'@en 'Open Data Portal Ukraine'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gov-uk

'data.gov.uk'@en 'Open Data Portal United

Kingdom'@en

2.2 Datasets
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http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-grad-

zagreb

'DATA - Grad Zagreb'@hr 'Open Data Portal Zagreb'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-gv-at

'data.gv.at'@de 'Open Data Austria'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/data-norge-no

'data.norge.no'@no 'Open Data Portal Norway'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/dataportaal-

van-de-nederlandse-

overheid

'Dataportaal van de Nederlandse

overheid'@nl

'Open Data Portal

Netherlands'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/dati-gov-it

'dati.gov.it'@it 'Open Data Portal Italy'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/datos-gob-es

'datos.gob.es'@es 'Open Data Portal Spain'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/deu

'data.europa.eu'@en 'Data Europa EU'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/dgt

'Directorate-General for

Translation'

'Directorate-General for

Translation'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/digit

'Directorate-General for

Informatics'

'Directorate-General for

Informatics'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eac

'Directorate-General for

Education, Youth, Sport and

Culture'

'Directorate-General for

Education, Youth, Sport and

Culture'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eacea

'European Education and Culture

Executive Agency'

'European Education and Culture

Executive Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/easa

'European Union Aviation Safety

Agency'

'European Union Aviation Safety

Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/easme

'Executive Agency for Small and

Medium-sized Enterprises'

'Executive Agency for Small and

Medium-sized Enterprises'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/easo

'European Asylum Support Office' 'European Asylum Support Office'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eba

'European Banking Authority' 'European Banking Authority'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eca

'European Court of Auditors' 'European Court of Auditors'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ecb

'European Central Bank' 'European Central Bank'
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http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ecdc

'European Centre for Disease

Prevention and Control'

'European Centre for Disease

Prevention and Control'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ecfin

'Directorate-General for Economic

and Financial Affairs'

'Directorate-General for

Economic and Financial Affairs'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/echa

'European Chemicals Agency' 'European Chemicals Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/echo

'Directorate-General for European

Civil Protection and Humanitarian

Aid Operations (ECHO)'

'Directorate-General for

European Civil Protection and

Humanitarian Aid Operations

(ECHO)'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eda

'European Defence Agency' 'European Defence Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/edps

'European Data Protection

Supervisor'

'European Data Protection

Supervisor'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eea

'European Environment Agency' 'European Environment Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eeas

'European External Action

Service'

'European External Action

Service'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eesc

'European Economic and Social

Committee'

'European Economic and Social

Committee'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/efsa

'European Food Safety Authority' 'European Food Safety Authority'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/egsa

'European GNSS Agency' 'European GNSS Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eib

'European Investment Bank' 'European Investment Bank'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eige

'European Institute for Gender

Equality'

'European Institute for Gender

Equality'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eiopa

'European Insurance and

Occupational Pensions Authority'

'European Insurance and

Occupational Pensions Authority'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eismea

'European Innovation Council and

SMEs Executive Agency'

'European Innovation Council and

SMEs Executive Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eit

'European Institute of Innovation

and Technology'

'European Institute of Innovation

and Technology'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/emcdda

'European Monitoring Centre for

Drugs and Drug Addiction'

'European Monitoring Centre for

Drugs and Drug Addiction'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/emea

'European Medicines Agency' 'European Medicines Agency'
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http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/empl

'Directorate-General for

Employment, Social Affairs and

Inclusion'

'Directorate-General for

Employment, Social Affairs and

Inclusion

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/emsa

'European Maritime Safety

Agency'

'European Maritime Safety

Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ener

'Directorate-General for Energy' 'Directorate-General for Energy'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/enisa

'European Union Agency for

Cybersecurity'

'European Union Agency for

Cybersecurity'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/env

'Directorate-General for

Environment'

'Directorate-General for

Environment'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ep

'European Parliament' 'European Parliament'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/epo

'European Patent Office'@en 'Catalogue of European Patent

Office (EPO) data for the

European Data Portal (EDP)'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/epsc

'European Political Strategy

Centre'

'European Political Strategy

Centre'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/epso

'European Personnel Selection

Office'

'European Personnel Selection

Office'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/era

'European Union Agency for

Railways'

'European Union Agency for

Railways'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/erc

'European Research Council

Executive Agency'

'European Research Council

Executive Agency'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/esif

'ESIF'@en 'European Structural and

Investment Funds Open Data

Portal'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/esma

'European Securities and Markets

Authority'

'European Securities and Markets

Authority'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/estat

'Eurostat' 'Eurostat'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/etf

'European Training Foundation' 'European Training Foundation'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/eurofound

'Eurofound' 'Eurofound'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/european-

union-open-data-portal

'EU institutions data'@en 'The European Union Open Data

Portal (EU ODP) provides access

to open data published by EU

institutions, bodies or agencies.

All data in this catalogue is free
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to use and reuse for commercial

or non-commercial purposes.'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/europeana

'Europeana Datasets'@en 'The catalogue of all cultural

heritage datasets aggregated by

Europeana'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/europol

'Europol' 'Europol'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/everis

'CB-EDP integration context data

catalogue'@en

'Contextual information from

FIWAREs CB instance'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/fisma

'Directorate-General for Financial

Stability, Financial Services and

Capital Markets Union'

'Directorate-General for Financial

Stability, Financial Services and

Capital Markets Union'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/fmi

'FMI Catalog'@fi 'Meteo Data Finland'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/fpi

'Service for Foreign Policy

Instruments'

'Service for Foreign Policy

Instruments'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/fra

'European Union Agency for

Fundamental Rights'

'European Union Agency for

Fundamental Rights'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/frontex

'Frontex' 'Frontex'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/fusen

'Fusion for Energy Joint

Undertaking'

'Fusion for Energy Joint

Undertaking'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/g-sip

'G-SIP Konstancin-Jeziorna'@pl 'G-SIP Konstancin-Jeziorna'@pl

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/gdi-de

'GDI-DE'@de 'Geo Data Portal Germany'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geocat-li

'Geodatenportal der

Liechtensteinischen

Landesverwaltung'@de

'Geo Data Portal

Liechtenstein'@de

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geocatalogue-fr

'Geocatalogue France'@fr 'Geo Data Portal France'@fr

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geodata-info-dk

'Danske Geoportal'@da 'Geo Data Portal Denmark'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geodata-se

'Geodata Portal Sweden'@en 'Geo Data Portal Sweden'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geolatvija

'Latvian Geospatial Metadata

Catalogue'@en

'Geospatial Information

Latvia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geology-cz

'EGDI Metadata Catalogue'@en 'Metadata Catalogue of the Czech

Geological Survey'@en
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http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geonorge

'Geonorge'@no 'Geo Data Portal Norway'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geoportal-cr

'Inspire Geoportal of the Czech

Republic'@en

'Geo data portal Czech

Republic'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geoportal-is

'Icelandic geoportal'@en 'Open Data Portal Iceland'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geoportal-lt

'Geoportal of Lithuania'@en 'Geo Data Portal Lithuania'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geoportal-lu

'Geoportal of the Grand-Duchy of

Luxembourg'@en

'Geo Data Portal

Luxembourg'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geoportal-pl

'Geoportal Poland'@en 'Geo Data Portal Poland'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/geostat-pl

'Portal Geostatystyczny'@pl 'Geo Data Portal Poland'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/govdata

'GovData'@de 'Open Data Portal Germany'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/government-

open-data-portal-moldova

'Government Open Data Portal

Moldova'@en

'Open Data Portal Moldova'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/grow

'Directorate-General for Internal

Market, Industry,

Entrepreneurship and SMEs'

'Directorate-General for Internal

Market, Industry,

Entrepreneurship and SMEs'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/helcom-fi

'HELCOM Metadata

catalogue'@en

'HELCOM Metadata catalogue

contains descriptions of datasets

collected under HELCOM, Baltic

Marine Environment Protection

Commission.'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/home

'Directorate-General for

Migration and Home Affairs'

'Directorate-General for

Migration and Home Affairs'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/hr

'Directorate-General for Human

Resources and Security'

'Directorate-General for Human

Resources and Security'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ices

'ICES Metadata Catalogue'@en 'International Council for the

Exploration of the Sea (ICES)

Metadata Catalogue'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ideandalucia

'IDEAndalucia'@es 'SDI Andalusia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/idee

'IDEE'@es 'Infraestructura de Datos

Espaciales de España'@es

'Geo Data Portal Spain'@en
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http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/grow
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/helcom-fi
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/helcom-fi
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/home
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/home
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/hr
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/hr
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ices
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ices
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ideandalucia
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ideandalucia
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/idee
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/idee


Catalogue URI Catalogue name Catalogue description

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ign

'Spanish National Geographic

Institute'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/inis

'Geoportalului INIS al

României'@ro

'Geo Data Portal Romania'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/intpa

'Directorate-General for

International Partnerships'

'Directorate-General for

International Partnerships'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/jrc

'Joint Research Centre' 'Joint Research Centre'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/just

'Directorate-General for Justice

and Consumers'

'Directorate-General for Justice

and Consumers'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/la-plateforme-

de-donnees-

luxembourgeoise

'La plateforme de données

luxembourgeoise'@fr

'Open Data Portal

Luxembourg'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/lisa

'European Agency for the

Operational Management of

Large-Scale IT Systems in the

Area of Freedom, Security and

Justice'

'European Agency for the

Operational Management of

Large-Scale IT Systems in the

Area of Freedom, Security and

Justice'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/london-

datastore

'London Datastore'@en 'Open Data Portal London'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/mare

'Directorate-General for Maritime

Affairs and Fisheries'

'Directorate-General for Maritime

Affairs and Fisheries'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/metadata-si

'Inspire Metadata System

Slovenia'@en

'Geo Data Portal Slovenia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/mita

'Malta Inspire Geoportal'@en 'Geo Data Portal Malta'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/move

'Directorate-General for Mobility

and Transport'

'Directorate-General for Mobility

and Transport'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/national-open-

data-portal-cyprus

'National Open Data Portal

Cyprus'@en

'Open Data Portal Cyprus'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/navarra

'Infrastructura de Datos

Espaciales de Navarra'@es

'Geo Data Portal Navarra

region'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/near

'Directorate-General for

Neighbourhood and Enlargement

Negotiations'

'Directorate-General for

Neighbourhood and Enlargement

Negotiations'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ng-ee

'Estonian National Geoportal'@en 'Geo Data Portal Estonia'@en
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http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ign
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ign
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/inis
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/inis
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/intpa
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/intpa
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/jrc
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/jrc
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/just
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/just
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/la-plateforme-de-donnees-luxembourgeoise
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/la-plateforme-de-donnees-luxembourgeoise
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/la-plateforme-de-donnees-luxembourgeoise
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/la-plateforme-de-donnees-luxembourgeoise
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/lisa
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/lisa
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/london-datastore
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/london-datastore
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/london-datastore
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/mare
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/mare
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/metadata-si
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/metadata-si
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/mita
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/mita
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/move
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/move
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/national-open-data-portal-cyprus
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/national-open-data-portal-cyprus
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/national-open-data-portal-cyprus
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/navarra
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/navarra
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/near
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/near
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ng-ee
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ng-ee


Catalogue URI Catalogue name Catalogue description

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/ngr-nl

'National Georegister of the

Netherlands'@en

'Geo Data Portal

Netherlands'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/nipp

'NIPP Geoportal Croatia'@en 'Geo Data Portal Croatia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/nkod-opendata-

cz

'Czech National Open Data

Portal'@en

'Czech National Open Data

Portal'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/oami

'European Union Intellectual

Property Office'

'European Union Intellectual

Property Office'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/odprti-podatki-

slovenije

'Odprti podatki Slovenije'@sl 'Open Data portal Slovenia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/oib

'Office for Infrastructure and

Logistics in Brussels'

'Office for Infrastructure and

Logistics in Brussels'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/oil

'Office for Infrastructure and

Logistics in Luxembourg'

'Office for Infrastructure and

Logistics in Luxembourg'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/olaf

'European Anti-Fraud Office' 'European Anti-Fraud Office'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/omb

'European Ombudsman' 'European Ombudsman'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/open-data-

bulgaria

'Open Data Bulgaria'@en 'Open Data Portal Bulgaria'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/open-data-dk

'OPEN DATA DK'@en 'OPEN DATA DK'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/open-data-

finland

'Open Data Finland'@en 'Open Data Portal Finland'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/open-data-

greece

'Open Data Greece - Ministry of

Administrative

Reconstruction'@en

'Open Data Portal Greece'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/open-data-

iceland

'Open Data Iceland'@en 'Open Data Portal Iceland'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/open-data-

portal-austria

'opendataportal.at'@en 'Open Data Portal Austria for

business, culture , NGO / NPO ,

research and civil society'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/open-data-

portal-serbia

'Open Data Portal Serbia'@en 'Open Data Portal Serbia'@en
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http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ngr-nl
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/ngr-nl
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/nipp
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/nipp
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/nkod-opendata-cz
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/nkod-opendata-cz
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/nkod-opendata-cz
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/oami
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/oami
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/odprti-podatki-slovenije
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/odprti-podatki-slovenije
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/odprti-podatki-slovenije
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/oib
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/oib
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/oil
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/oil
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/olaf
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/olaf
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/omb
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/omb
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-bulgaria
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-bulgaria
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-bulgaria
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-dk
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-dk
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-finland
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-finland
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-finland
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-greece
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-greece
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-greece
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-iceland
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-iceland
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-iceland
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-portal-austria
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-portal-austria
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-portal-austria
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-portal-serbia
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-portal-serbia
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/open-data-portal-serbia


Catalogue URI Catalogue name Catalogue description

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/openaire

'OpenAIRE'@en 'Science. Set Free.'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/opendata-swiss

'opendata.swiss'@de 'Open Data Portal

Switzerland'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/

opendatascienceeurope

'OpenDataScienceEurope'@en 'OpenDataScienceEurope

Metadata catalogue'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/opole

'Geoportal Opole Province'@en 'Geoportal Opole Province'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/oppnadata

'Sveriges dataportal'@sv 'National data portal in

Sweden'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/osha

'European Agency for Safety and

Health at Work'

'European Agency for Safety and

Health at Work'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/plateforme-

ouverte-des-donnees-

publiques-francaises

'Plateforme ouverte des données

publiques françaises'@fr

'Open Data Portal France'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/pn

'EUMETSAT Product

Navigator'@en

'Meteo Data Portal Europe'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/podgik

'Geo-System metadata

catalogue'@en

'Geo-System metadata

catalogue'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/portal-

otvorenih-podataka

'Portal otvorenih podataka'@hr 'Open Data Portal Croatia'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/publ

'Publications Office' 'Publications Office'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/regio

'Directorate-General for Regional

and Urban Policy'

'Directorate-General for Regional

and Urban Policy'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/rndt

'Italian Catalogue of metadata for

Spatial Data'@en

'Spatial Data Portal Italy'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/rsb

'Regulatory Scrutiny Board' 'Regulatory Scrutiny Board'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/rtd

'Directorate-General for Research

and Innovation'

'Directorate-General for Research

and Innovation'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/sandre

'Sandre'@fr 'Water Data Portal France'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/sante

'Directorate-General for Health

and Food Safety'

'Directorate-General for Health

and Food Safety'
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http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/openaire
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/openaire
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/opendata-swiss
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/opendata-swiss
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/opendatascienceeurope
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/opendatascienceeurope
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/opendatascienceeurope
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/opole
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/opole
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/oppnadata
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/oppnadata
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/osha
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/osha
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/plateforme-ouverte-des-donnees-publiques-francaises
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/plateforme-ouverte-des-donnees-publiques-francaises
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/plateforme-ouverte-des-donnees-publiques-francaises
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/plateforme-ouverte-des-donnees-publiques-francaises
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/pn
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/pn
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/podgik
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/podgik
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/portal-otvorenih-podataka
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/portal-otvorenih-podataka
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/portal-otvorenih-podataka
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/publ
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/publ
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/regio
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/regio
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/rndt
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/rndt
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/rsb
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/rsb
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/rtd
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/rtd
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/sandre
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/sandre
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/sante
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/sante


An up-to-date list of all catalogues can always be retrieved by this SPARQL query:

This is a usage example of the query above: https://data.europa.eu/sparql?default-graph-

uri=&query=prefix+dct%3A+++%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.org%2Fdc%2Fterms%2F%3E+

%0D%0Aprefix+dcat%3A++%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.w3.org%2Fns%2Fdcat%23%3E+

%0D%0A%0D%0Aselect+%3FcatalogURI++%3FcatalogName++%3FcatalogDescription%0D%0Awhere+

%7B%0D%0A++%7B%0D%0A++++%3FcatalogURI+a+dcat%3ACatalog+.%0D%0A++++

%3FcatalogURI+dct%3Atitle+%3FcatalogName+.%0D%0A++++%3FcatalogURI++dct%3Adescription+

%3FcatalogDescription%0D%0A++%7D%0D%0A%7D&format=text%2Fhtml&timeout=0&signal_void=on

How to export the metadata of the dataset

The metadata of a dataset can be exported via the details page of the requested dataset. The Linked Data tab

allows the user to download the metadata in various representations. In particular, RDF/XML, Turtle,

Notation3, N-Triples and JSON-LD are exportable. Alternatively, the user can extend the dataset ID in the URL

with the intended file extension. In particular and in same order, .rdf, .ttl, .n3, .nt and jsonld.

Catalogue URI Catalogue name Catalogue description

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/scic

'Directorate-General for

Interpretation'

'Directorate-General for

Interpretation'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/sesar

'SESAR Joint Undertaking' 'SESAR Joint Undertaking'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/sg

'Secretariat-General' 'Secretariat-General'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/taxud

'Directorate-General for Taxation

and Customs Union'

'Directorate-General for Taxation

and Customs Union'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/trade

'Directorate-General for Trade' 'Directorate-General for Trade'

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/vocabularies

'Vocabularies'@en 'DCAT-AP related

Vocabularies'@en

http://data.europa.eu/88u/

catalogue/zlinsky

'Zlínský kraj'@cs 'Geoportal Zlin Region'@en

prefix dct: \<http://purl.org/dc/terms/\>

prefix dcat: \<http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#\>

select ?catalogURI ?catalogName ?catalogDescription

where {

{

?catalogURI a dcat:Catalog .

?catalogURI dct:title ?catalogName .

?catalogURI dct:description ?catalogDescription

}

}

2.2 Datasets
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http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/scic
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/scic
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/sesar
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/sesar
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/sg
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/sg
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/taxud
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/taxud
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/trade
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/trade
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/vocabularies
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/vocabularies
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/zlinsky
http://data.europa.eu/88u/catalogue/zlinsky
https://data.europa.eu/sparql?default-graph-uri=&query=prefix+dct-3A+++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fpurl.org-2Fdc-2Fterms-2F-3E+-0D-0Aprefix+dcat-3A++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fwww.w3.org-2Fns-2Fdcat-23-3E+-0D-0A-0D-0Aselect+-3FcatalogURI++-3FcatalogName++-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0Awhere+-7B-0D-0A++-7B-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+a+dcat-3ACatalog+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+dct-3Atitle+-3FcatalogName+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI++dct-3Adescription+-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0A++-7D-0D-0A-7D&format=text-2Fhtml&timeout=0&signal_void=on
https://data.europa.eu/sparql?default-graph-uri=&query=prefix+dct-3A+++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fpurl.org-2Fdc-2Fterms-2F-3E+-0D-0Aprefix+dcat-3A++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fwww.w3.org-2Fns-2Fdcat-23-3E+-0D-0A-0D-0Aselect+-3FcatalogURI++-3FcatalogName++-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0Awhere+-7B-0D-0A++-7B-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+a+dcat-3ACatalog+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+dct-3Atitle+-3FcatalogName+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI++dct-3Adescription+-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0A++-7D-0D-0A-7D&format=text-2Fhtml&timeout=0&signal_void=on
https://data.europa.eu/sparql?default-graph-uri=&query=prefix+dct-3A+++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fpurl.org-2Fdc-2Fterms-2F-3E+-0D-0Aprefix+dcat-3A++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fwww.w3.org-2Fns-2Fdcat-23-3E+-0D-0A-0D-0Aselect+-3FcatalogURI++-3FcatalogName++-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0Awhere+-7B-0D-0A++-7B-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+a+dcat-3ACatalog+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+dct-3Atitle+-3FcatalogName+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI++dct-3Adescription+-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0A++-7D-0D-0A-7D&format=text-2Fhtml&timeout=0&signal_void=on
https://data.europa.eu/sparql?default-graph-uri=&query=prefix+dct-3A+++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fpurl.org-2Fdc-2Fterms-2F-3E+-0D-0Aprefix+dcat-3A++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fwww.w3.org-2Fns-2Fdcat-23-3E+-0D-0A-0D-0Aselect+-3FcatalogURI++-3FcatalogName++-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0Awhere+-7B-0D-0A++-7B-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+a+dcat-3ACatalog+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+dct-3Atitle+-3FcatalogName+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI++dct-3Adescription+-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0A++-7D-0D-0A-7D&format=text-2Fhtml&timeout=0&signal_void=on
https://data.europa.eu/sparql?default-graph-uri=&query=prefix+dct-3A+++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fpurl.org-2Fdc-2Fterms-2F-3E+-0D-0Aprefix+dcat-3A++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fwww.w3.org-2Fns-2Fdcat-23-3E+-0D-0A-0D-0Aselect+-3FcatalogURI++-3FcatalogName++-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0Awhere+-7B-0D-0A++-7B-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+a+dcat-3ACatalog+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+dct-3Atitle+-3FcatalogName+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI++dct-3Adescription+-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0A++-7D-0D-0A-7D&format=text-2Fhtml&timeout=0&signal_void=on
https://data.europa.eu/sparql?default-graph-uri=&query=prefix+dct-3A+++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fpurl.org-2Fdc-2Fterms-2F-3E+-0D-0Aprefix+dcat-3A++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fwww.w3.org-2Fns-2Fdcat-23-3E+-0D-0A-0D-0Aselect+-3FcatalogURI++-3FcatalogName++-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0Awhere+-7B-0D-0A++-7B-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+a+dcat-3ACatalog+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+dct-3Atitle+-3FcatalogName+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI++dct-3Adescription+-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0A++-7D-0D-0A-7D&format=text-2Fhtml&timeout=0&signal_void=on
https://data.europa.eu/sparql?default-graph-uri=&query=prefix+dct-3A+++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fpurl.org-2Fdc-2Fterms-2F-3E+-0D-0Aprefix+dcat-3A++-3Chttp-3A-2F-2Fwww.w3.org-2Fns-2Fdcat-23-3E+-0D-0A-0D-0Aselect+-3FcatalogURI++-3FcatalogName++-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0Awhere+-7B-0D-0A++-7B-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+a+dcat-3ACatalog+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI+dct-3Atitle+-3FcatalogName+.-0D-0A++++-3FcatalogURI++dct-3Adescription+-3FcatalogDescription-0D-0A++-7D-0D-0A-7D&format=text-2Fhtml&timeout=0&signal_void=on


The metadata of the distribution of a dataset is located under the same hood. The user can export the

metadata of a dataset to extract the metadata of a corresponding distribution. Analogously, the user can

export the metadata of a catalogue under the catalogue details page. Go to the datasets page and select

catalogues. From there select the requested catalogue and export metadata via Catalogues Metadata as

Linked Data dropdown.

Provided data formats

Datasets on data.europa.eu are updated on a daily basis and the data they describe is provided in various

formats. Hence, a comprehensive list of all available formats would be impractical. The following list of

formats, although incomplete, indicates the most common formats for data available via data.europa.eu:

Tabular/Text data:

CSV

Excel

HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language)

PDF

TSV

Application/Script data:

ATOM

JSON

JSON-LD

OCTET STREAM

RDF-N3

RDF-Turtle

RDF-XML

RSS

XML (eXtensible Markup Language)

Geospatial data:

GML

KML (Keyhole Markup Language)

SHP

WFS

WMS

Images/Graphics:

JPEZ

GIF (Graphic Interchange Format)

PNG

SVG (scalable vector graphics)

1. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

2. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

3. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

4. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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These are not all of the available formats. A facet search will show a complete list of the provided formats.

Terms of reuse

Most of the data accessible via data.europa.eu is released by the respective data providers using an open

licence. Data can be used for free for commercial and non-commercial purposes, provided the source is

acknowledged. Specific conditions for reuse, relating mostly to the protection of data privacy and intellectual

property, apply to a small amount of data. A link to these conditions can be found for each dataset.

The terms of use can be found on the site's copyright notice. Most data is covered by open licences. As of

September 2021, the most common open licences were the Creative Commons 'CC‑BY‑4.0' licence, the 'Data

licence Germany -- attribution' licence or Etalab's Open Licence (used by the French government).

Services available to registered users

New features for registered users will be added soon to data.europa.eu.

How to contribute to the portal

Give us feedback, for example, suggest new functionalities you would like to see on the portal.

Suggest a portal to be harvested by us.

Share your data use story in which we can promote the use of data.

Source code of the portal

The whole source code of the portal is available at GitLab for free reuse.

• 

• 

• 
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2.3 Publications and education

The portal publishes many publications ranging from the yearly Open Data Maturity report to specific data

stories and open data news.

The data.europa.eu portal offers news and social media coverage on open data topics, with the purpose of

educating and informing citizens about the opportunities that using and reusing public data resources can

bring. It also hosts the data.europa academy, a knowledge hub for open data-related topics, and publishes a

quarterly newsletter.

The 'country insights' section of the portal provides insights into the status of open data in European

countries. The section includes information about countries' national open data portal, the level of open data

maturity, use cases, catalogues, events, reports, news, webinars and interviews about open data.

The 'use cases' section offers a catalogue that includes hundreds of use cases from both publishers and people

who reuse open data.

The portal is linked to other activities that demonstrate the potential of open data, such as the EU Datathon

(an annual open data competition), the EU Open Data Days (a worldwide conference about open data and data

visualisation) and different online seminar series (EU DataViz webinars, EU Open Data Explained webinars

and data.europa academy webinars).

The portal also offers documentation on general recommendations for topics like data citation and data quality.

Finally, the portal researches and documents the impact of open data in reports such as the 2020 report on 

The Economic Impact of Open Data -- Opportunities for value creation in Europe. The study forecasts the open

data market size and employment growth for 2025. The impact is exemplified by efficiency gains and cost

savings due to open data.

Open data maturity

The study on open data maturity serves as benchmark to gain insights into the development of European

countries in the field of open data. This yearly assessment, started in 2015, presents the overview to better

understand the countries level of maturity on open data. The study captures their progress over time and

areas of improvement and benchmarks them against other countries. The report assesses the maturity against

four dimensions:

It also provides an overview of best practices implemented across Europe and a set of recommendations

tailored to the level of maturity and characteristics of each group. Every year, the data is collected through a

questionnaire sent to national open data representatives working in collaboration with the European

Commission and the Public Sector Information Expert Group.

Data stories

Data stories are a set of monthly articles that inspire and inform you about open data trending initiatives. They

highlight examples of good practices and innovative techniques across the world on open data.

    1.  policy

    2.  portal

    3.  impact

    4.  quality
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Studies

The portal commits to open data research and learning as key milestones to keep updating in this constantly

changing data ecosystem. This section provides a full collection of the research developed on several topics.

Data.europa academy

The data.europa academy is your knowledge hub for open data. It helps you to become more knowledgeable

about open data and become more data literate. To help you find the right course, it is structured along four

themes according to the open data maturity assessment: policy, impact, technology and quality.

It provides complete and up-to-date knowledge about tools and how to publish high-quality open data, whether

you are an expert or just getting started.

News

In the news section of data.europa.eu, you can find short articles about the latest activities, events, projects,

initiatives, studies, trends and use cases related directly or indirectly to open data in Europe and beyond. If

you would like your event, project, or initiative to be featured in our news section, let us know via the contact

form.

Calendar

The events calendar features virtual and in-person events related directly and indirectly to open data in

Europe and beyond. If you would like your event to be featured in this section of the portal, let us know via the

contact form.

EU Open Data Days

The EU Open Data Days in 2021, was the first-ever event of its kind and took place from 23 to 25 November

2021. It comprised EU DataViz, an international conference on open data and data visualisation, followed by

the finals of EU Datathon, the annual open data competition.

The EU Open Data Days were designed to be relevant to all open data stakeholders and data users, with a

special emphasis on the needs of the EU's public sector. The event attracted well over 2 000 registrations from

data enthusiasts, data visualisation experts and solution-seekers. On the stage, different sectors of the society

were represented, with more than 70 speakers coming from all around the world to bring their expertise for

public administrations.

The EU Open Data Days were organised by the OP, with the active support of over 60 partners, representing

the data providers from EU institutions and agencies, European national open data portals and national

statistical offices, the key digital players in Luxembourg.

You can access the recordings and presentations online.

EU Datathon

EU Datathon is an annual open data competition organised by the OP since 2017. The competitions are

organised to create new value for citizens through innovation and promote the use of open data

available on the portal.
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EU Datathons gather teams of people from all over Europe to stimulate innovation, creating a bridge between

citizens and the EU's administration. As a result, new applications are developed to improve existing services

or create completely new ones. The competitions have also demonstrated that potential users do need these

initiatives for visibility purposes before potential business partners.

Open data demonstrated in every edition how powerful it could be, in every sector of society. It showed us how

it could help in the creation of start-ups, innovative products and services; it promotes transparency in the

public sector, addresses current societal challenges, boosts economic growth and accelerates scientific

progress.

Every EU Datathon competition showed innovation when teams tackled different challenges, such as helping

to achieve the digital single market (e.g. Tenderlake and C4P.io), making legislation more interoperable (e.g. 

The Smartfiles Network and Lexparency), offering innovative technology relating to medicines (e.g. Medicatio

and Open Food Facts) or tackling climate change (ODCCI) through a platform which optimises irrigation to

reduce water waste (e.g. Chloe irrigation system).

These examples, among others, uncover how accessible and reusable data can help to build a better future.

EU Datathons are organised in collaboration with partners in EU institutions and Member States to

address domains of primary importance for citizens, the public sector and businesses: legislation, medications,

food safety and public procurement, among others.

This interinstitutional collaboration highlights the common goals to be closer to citizens and support

innovative start-ups. Additionally, by facilitating cooperation between public entities and the private sector, EU

Datathons generate innovative ideas for open government, offering a platform for all sides to exchange

information and learn.

Moreover, it is a new, more direct way of interaction between citizens, innovative youth and the EU

administration and it can generate a positive atmosphere around the Commission and the EU institutions in

general.

Newsletter

The portal newsletter is sent to subscribers quarterly. It provides an overview of the recent and upcoming

events and activities of the portal, along with the most important news, events, and developments in the open

data domain in Europe. To subscribe to the newsletter, sign up here. To unsubscribe, click on the 'Unsubscribe

from this newsletter' link at the bottom of the newsletter email.
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2.4 Harvesting

EU institutions, agencies and other bodies, and the Member States (the 'data providers') are autonomous in

publishing their open data. Harvesting is the recommended method for publishers who manage their data in a

data catalogue.

Checklist for your portal

Data.europa.eu harvests openly shared information available on public-sector, open-data portals. If you want

your portal or website to be harvested by data.europa.eu, please share your answers to the following questions

via the contact form. When sharing this form, please select 'Get harvested by data.europa.eu' when answering

the question 'Please choose an issue type'. Once we receive your request, we will assess it and keep you

informed about its status.

Do you give consent that data.europa.eu is allowed to send email to the catalogue's publisher to inform about

harvesting activities?

2.4 Harvesting
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Please provide us with the following information about your catalogue.

Uniform resource locator (URL) to interface (REST, CSW...).

URL to homepage.

Title of the catalogue.

Description of the catalogue.

Publisher of the catalogue.

Email address of the catalogue.

Default language of the catalogues datasets.

How often can/should the site be harvested (e.g. once a week)?

Are there any times when the site should not be harvested (e.g. scheduled maintenance)?

Technical requirements/constraints

The harvester accesses the endpoints of all catalogues mostly on a daily basis, depending on the size of a

catalogue. We process the collected data overnight. We transform every incoming format to DCAT-AP 2.1.1

with a hash is built over every harvested dataset. This hash value is compared to the existing hash value

before a dataset is potentially updated in our triplestore. Updates take place only when an inequality is found.

The harvester is configured specifically for each harvested portal.

Access to harvested sites

AUTHENTICATION

Some source sites require authentication, meaning we need a login name and password before we can access

the data (here data.europa.eu).

If this applies to your portal, please state this in your message when using our contact form.

API ACCESS TO HARVESTED SITE

For harvesting to take place, the source site needs to have in place one of the interfaces as described in detail

in the Interface supported for harvesting section.

FTP ACCESS TO HARVESTED SITE

Data.europa.eu does not support FTP for downloading datasets from a source site.

Interfaces supported for harvesting

The following sections describe the list of interfaces that data suppliers (e.g. national portals, public data

portals in the Member States, portals from international organisations etc.) must have in place in order to be

harvested by data.europa.eu.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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The main supported interfaces are the following:

DCAT-AP / Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN) compliant sites (for 'normal' datasets);

CSW/Inspire catalogue services (for geospatial datasets);

OpenSearch (GEO/EOP) (for geospatial datasets).

DCAT-AP

Providing data via a DCAT-AP interface is the official recommended method and will always be preferred for

harvesting.

General remarks

DCAT-AP is a metadata specification for describing public sector datasets in Europe. It's based on the data

catalogue vocabulary 
1
. The datasets are provided as linked data and can be represented in multiple ways. For

the harvesting process, any common representation like rdf/xml, n-triples or turtle is allowed.

Metadata model

For general information on the metadata model, please refer to the official documentation 
2
. The respective

qualifiers (mandatory, recommended and optional) need to be adhered to. The following is an example dataset

with all the mandatory properties in rdf/xml.

• 

• 

• 

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<rdf:RDF

        xmlns:edp="https://europeandataportal.eu/voc#"

        xmlns:dct="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"

        xmlns:spdx="http://spdx.org/rdf/terms#"

        xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

        xmlns:dqv="http://www.w3.org/ns/dqv#"

        xmlns:skos="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#"

        xmlns:schema="http://schema.org/"

        xmlns:dcat="http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#"

        xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"

        xmlns:dcatapde="http://dcat-ap.de/def/dcatde/">

    <dcat:CatalogRecord rdf:about="http://data.europa.eu/88u/record/ded24b58-a5ab-4d34-8603-2e5b2131a6a2">

        <edp:transStatus rdf:resource="https://europeandataportal.eu/voc#TransInProcess"/>

        <foaf:primaryTopic>

            <dcat:Dataset rdf:about="http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/ded24b58-a5ab-4d34-8603-2e5b2131a6a2">

                <dct:temporal>

                    <dct:PeriodOfTime>

                        <schema:endDate rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

                        >2022-07-29T11:06:06.094165</schema:endDate>

                        <schema:startDate rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

                        >2022-05-29T11:05:39.811259</schema:startDate>

                    </dct:PeriodOfTime>

                </dct:temporal>

                <dct:publisher>

                    <foaf:Organization rdf:about="https://opendata.schleswig-holstein.de/organization/5b6d12d7-09c0-4bfc-

b026-587d2a7d282e">

                        <foaf:name>Kreis Rendsburg-Eckernförde</foaf:name>

                    </foaf:Organization>

                </dct:publisher>

                <dct:modified rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

                >2022-07-29T11:06:06.093824</dct:modified>

                <dcat:keyword>corona</dcat:keyword>

                <dct:title>Corona-Daten Rendsburg-Eckernförde</dct:title>

                <dct:issued rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

                >2022-07-29T11:06:06.093824</dct:issued>

                <dcat:keyword>covid-19</dcat:keyword>

                <dct:language rdf:resource="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/language/DEU"/>

                <dcatapde:contributorID rdf:resource="http://dcat-ap.de/def/contributors/schleswigHolstein"/>

                <dcat:distribution>

                    <dcat:Distribution rdf:about="http://data.europa.eu/88u/distribution/a5be938b-637e-48a2-84c4-cabf323af6ee">

                        <dcat:downloadURL rdf:resource="https://opendata.schleswig-holstein.de/dataset/

86178d63-3d83-4dc6-8e0a-98315ebdfadb/resource/d0d1e71b-824a-4b59-bf09-7cb18adb8fef/download/corona-rendsburg-eckernfoerde.json"/>

                        <dcat:mediaType>application/json</dcat:mediaType>

                        <spdx:checksum>

                            <spdx:Checksum>
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                                <spdx:checksumValue rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#hexBinary"

                                >623cdad43e99e1d3c2bb9ba6df8ff489</spdx:checksumValue>

                                <spdx:algorithm rdf:resource="http://dcat-ap.de/def/hashAlgorithms/md/5"/>

                            </spdx:Checksum>

                        </spdx:checksum>

                        <dct:format rdf:resource="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/file-type/JSON"/>

                        <dct:title>corona-rendsburg-eckernfoerde.json</dct:title>

                        <dcatapde:licenseAttributionByText>Kreis Rendsburg-Eckernförde</dcatapde:licenseAttributionByText>

                        <dct:identifier>https://opendata.schleswig-holstein.de/dataset/86178d63-3d83-4dc6-8e0a-98315ebdfadb/resource/

d0d1e71b-824a-4b59-bf09-7cb18adb8fef</dct:identifier>

                        <dct:modified rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

                        >2022-07-29T09:06:06.400937</dct:modified>

                        <dcat:accessURL rdf:resource="https://opendata.schleswig-holstein.de/dataset/

86178d63-3d83-4dc6-8e0a-98315ebdfadb/resource/d0d1e71b-824a-4b59-bf09-7cb18adb8fef/download/corona-rendsburg-eckernfoerde.json"/>

                        <dct:issued rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

                        >2022-07-29T09:06:06.457996</dct:issued>

                        <dcat:byteSize rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal"

                        >18006</dcat:byteSize>

                        <dct:rights rdf:resource="http://dcat-ap.de/def/licenses/cc-by/4.0"/>

                        <dct:license rdf:resource="http://dcat-ap.de/def/licenses/cc-by/4.0"/>

                    </dcat:Distribution>

                </dcat:distribution>

                <dct:isVersionOf rdf:resource="https://opendata.schleswig-holstein.de/dataset/f1bfb6ac-6ca9-426d-880c-e7a1257bb0d1"/>

                <dcat:theme rdf:resource="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/data-theme/HEAL"/>

                <dct:spatial>

                    <dct:Location rdf:about="http://dcat-ap.de/def/politicalGeocoding/districtKey/01058">

                        <skos:prefLabel>Kreis Rendsburg-Eckernförde</skos:prefLabel>

                    </dct:Location>

                </dct:spatial>

                <dct:accessRights rdf:resource="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/access-right/PUBLIC"/>

                <dct:identifier>ded24b58-a5ab-4d34-8603-2e5b2131a6a2</dct:identifier>

                <dct:description>CORONA - Aktuelle Situation im Kreis Rendsburg-Eckernförde&#xD;

                    &#xD;

                    Pro Gemeinde sind folgende Daten verzeichnet:&#xD;

                    &#xD;

                    - Positiv Getestete gesamt  &#xD;

                    - Aktuell Infizierte &#xD;

                    - Aktuell Infizierte pro 1.000 Einwohner&#xD;

                    - Genesene &#xD;

                    - Verstorbene&#xD;

                    &#xD;

                    Der Eintrag für eine Gemeinde sieht folgendermaßen aus:&#xD;

                    &#xD;

                    `'010585833054': { amount_pt: 2.699698269017, amount_t: 149, amount_i: 17, amount_d: 1, amount_h: 131 },`&#xD;

                    &#xD;

                    Als Schlüssel wird der [Regionalschlüssel](https://www.dcat-ap.de/def/politicalGeocoding/regionalKey/) verwendet. 

Die Properties enthalten folgende Daten:&#xD;

                    &#xD;

                    - `amount_pt` - Aktuell Infizierte pro 1.000 Einwohner&#xD;

                    - `amount_t` - Positiv Getestete gesamt&#xD;

                    - `amount_i` - Aktuell Infizierte &#xD;

                    - `amount_d` - Verstorbene&#xD;

                    - `amount_h` - Genesene&#xD;

                    &#xD;

                    Interaktiv und grafisch sind die Daten auf dem [Corona-Dashboard des Kreises](https://covid19dashboardrdeck.aco/) 

zu sehen.</dct:description>

            </dcat:Dataset>

        </foaf:primaryTopic>

        <dqv:hasQualityMetadata rdf:resource="http://data.europa.eu/88u/metrics/ded24b58-a5ab-4d34-8603-2e5b2131a6a2"/>

        <dct:issued rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

        >2022-07-31T00:06:28Z</dct:issued>

        <dct:identifier>ded24b58-a5ab-4d34-8603-2e5b2131a6a2</dct:identifier>

        <edp:originalLanguage>de</edp:originalLanguage>

        <dct:creator rdf:resource="http://piveau.io"/>

        <edp:transIssued rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

        >2022-07-31T00:06:28Z</edp:transIssued>

        <spdx:checksum>

            <spdx:Checksum>

                <spdx:algorithm rdf:resource="http://spdx.org/rdf/terms#checksumAlgorithm_md5"/>

                <spdx:checksumValue>ef0676bea69a09053ac2ba52e23f271a</spdx:checksumValue>

            </spdx:Checksum>

        </spdx:checksum>

        <dct:modified rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

        >2022-07-31T00:06:28Z</dct:modified>

    </dcat:CatalogRecord>

</rdf:RDF>
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Categorisation

The data.europa.eu categories are based on the EU controlled data theme vocabulary. The following are the

categories used on data.europa.eu.

2.4.1 TRAN Transport

When providing data, publishers should always use these terms to thematically categorise the datasets. If a

different vocabulary is used, it should be aligned (i.e. mapped) to these categories.

Requests

The harvester currently supports harvesting from an open archives initiative protocol for metadata harvesting

(OAI-PMH) [^3] compliant source or from reading a dump file containing the RDF/XML representation of the

datasets or directly reading DCAT-AP from a SPARQL endpoint. If datasets are provided as a dump file, it is

recommended to split the file into pages, for example, by using the hydra core vocabulary 
3
.

For OAI-PMH-compliant sources, only the verb 'ListRecords' is used.

Responses

As indicated above, the response must be DCAT-AP-compliant to be understood by the harvesting component.

Error handling

The OAI-PMH protocol provides methods for error handling that the harvester can understand. When using

this protocol, these error methods should be used.

Service information for integration

As stated above, a categorisation mapping should be provided. Apart from that, the URL for the OAI-PMH

endpoint or the dump file is needed.

AGRI Agriculture, fisheries, forestry and food

ECON Economy and finance

EDUC Education, culture and sport

ENER Energy

ENVI Environment

GOVE Government and public sector

HEAL Health

INTR International issues

JUST Justice, legal system and public safety

REGI Regions and cities

SOCI Population and society

TECH Science and technology

TRAN Transport

2.4.1 TRAN Transport
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CKAN API

The open-source data portal platform CKAN 
4
 is widely used for building open data platforms. Its RPC-style 

5

API (action API) is supported as an interface for data suppliers of data.europa.eu. Basically the following

options for using that interface are available.

The data supplier uses CKAN for providing its open data metadata. It is important that the used CKAN

version supports the action API 
6
. The legacy APIs of CKAN are not supported.

The data supplier offers a CKAN compliant API, where the necessary endpoints reproduce the exact API

behaviour.

Requests and responses

Only the 'package_search' API endpoint is needed in order to harvest the metadata. Its specifications are

described in detail in the official documentation 
7
. This endpoint is used to get the metadata in a paginated

way. Therefore it accepts query parameters in a request and returns a dictionary with datasets as a result. The

high-level use of this endpoint has to be offered as specified in the CKAN documentation.

Example call: GET http://www.example.com/api/3/action/package_search?rows=50

Metadata model

Although the CKAN API can be used as is, the basic CKAN data schema was extended and modified to meet

the requirements of the underlying data structure (DCAT-AP) of the data.europa.eu. The response of the

'package_search' action exposes a 'results' field, which holds a list of dictised datasets. The data structure of

such a dataset differs from the one of a plain CKAN installation.

Notes:

Bold fields are CKAN standard. Further information in the official documentation.

Type specifications according to official JSON standard (http://json.org/).

Besides the mandatory fields, the field names and types are not strict, but a data supplier has to make sure

an obvious mapping is possible.

For a detailed explanation of each field, refer to the DCAT-AP specifications.

Dataset schema

The following fields are mandatory.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Field Type DCAT-AP dataset equivalent

title string dct:title

notes string dct:description
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The following fields are optional but highly recommended.

Field Type DCAT-AP dataset

equivalent

contact_point array of objects (allowed members: type, name, email,

resource)

dcat:contactPoint

tags array of objects dcat:keyword

publisher object dct:publisher

groups array of objects – the name of each group needs to

fit the official categorisation

dcat:theme

resources array of objects (see distribution schema ) dcat:distribution
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The following fields are optional.

Distribution schema

Field Type DCAT-AP dataset

equivalent

conforms_to array of objects (allowed members: label,

resource)

dct:conformsTo

creator object dct:creator

accrucal_periodicity object dct:accrucalPeriodicity

identifier object dct:identifier

url string dcat:landing_page

language array of objects (allowed members: label,

resource)

dct:language

other_identifier object adms:identifier

issued string dct:issued

dcat_spatial array of objects (allowed members: label,

resource)

dct:spatial

temporal array of objects (allowed members:

start_date, end_date)

dct:temporal

modified string dct:modified

version_info string owl:versionInfo

version_notes string adms:versionNotes

provenance array of objects (allowed members: label,

resource)

dct:provenance

source array of strings dct:source

access_rights object dct:accessRights

has_version array of strings dct:hasVersion

is_version_of array of strings dct:isVersionOf

relation array of strings dct:relation

page array of strings foaf:page

sample array of strings adms:sample

dct_type string dct:type
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The following fields are mandatory.

The following fields are optional but highly recommended.

Note that the list of licences recognised by data.europa.eu's DCAT-AP parser is available online (https://

data.europa.eu/en/training/licensing-assistant). This is also used by our metadata quality assessment (MQA)

tool 
8
 for assessing the data providers' performance in using known licences.

The following fields are optional.

Example

A result of the 'package_search' action looks like this.

Field Type DCAT-AP distribution equivalent

url string dcat:accessURL

Field Type DCAT-AP distribution equivalent

description string dct:description

format string dct:format

license object dct:license

Field Type DCAT-AP distribution equivalent

checksum object spdx:checksum

mimetype string dcat:mediaType

download_url array of strings dcat:downloadURL

issued string dct:issued

status object adms:status

name string dct:title

modified string dct:modified

rights object dct:rights

page array of strings foaf:page

size number dcat:byteSize

language array of objects dct:language

conforms_to array of objects dct:conformsTo

{

   "help":"http://example.eu/data/api/3/action/help_show?name=package_search",

   "success":true,

   "result":{

      "count":113948,

      "sort":"score desc, metadata_modified desc",

      "facets":{

      },
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      "results":[

         {

            "issued":"2011-10-20T00:00:00Z",

            "id":"525abe30-ef60-4bf9-824e-916368c1fad8",

            "metadata_created":"2015-09-15T12:08:54.860742",

            "metadata_modified":"2015-09-15T13:17:51.405474",

            "temporal":[

               {

                  "start_date":"2011-10-19T22:00:00Z",

                  "end_date":"2011-10-19T22:00:00Z"

               }

            ],

            "state":"active",

            "type":"dataset",

            "resources":[

               {

                  "package_id":"525abe30-ef60-4bf9-824e-916368c1fad8",

                  "id":"7166a1fa-d994-4d88-8e76-3378930b1e16",

                  "state":"active",

                  "format":"XHTML",

                  "mimetype":"application/xhtml+xml",

                  "name":"Example",

                  "created":"2015-09-15T14:39:43.865240",

                  "url":"http://example.com"

               }

            ],

            "tags":[

               {

                  "vocabulary_id":null,

                  "state":"active",

                  "display_name":"Example Tag",

                  "id":"06993102-a2ee-4e40-b9e4-ed3e4b86e943",

                  "name":"example-tag"

               }

            ],

            "groups":[

               {

                  "display_name":"Economy and finance",

                  "description":"",

                  "title":"Economy and finance",

                  "id":"128d0956-4526-440e-a951-f153c190d890",

                  "name":"economy-and-finance"

               }

            ],

            "creator_user_id":"0ab3c2ec-c2a2-4eef-b70f-ed093e028063",

            "publisher":{

               "resource":"http://example.com "

            },

            "organization":{

               "description":"Example Organization",

               "created":"2015-09-15T13:56:32.985936",

               "title":"Example Organization",

               "name":"example-orag",

               "is_organization":true,

               "state":"active",

               "image_url":"",

               "revision_id":"ea70fb1f-29a8-4e7b-8527-809e4792a75b",

               "type":"organization",

               "id":"0897b420-3c3d-4a19-9c2c-a9815e2db2be",

               "approval_status":"approved"

            },

            "name":"example-dataset",

            "notes":"Example",

            "owner_org":"0897b420-3c3d-4a19-9c2c-a9815e2db2be",

            "modified":"2011-10-20T00:00:00Z",

            "url":"",

            "title":"Example Dataset",

            "identifier":[

               "http://example-ident.com"

            ]

         }

      ],

      "search_facets":{      

      }

   }

}
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Translation

The following fields of datasets and distributions will be translated in 24 languages if not provided:

title

description.

CSW/INSPIRE CATALOGUE SERVICES (FOR GEOSPATIAL METADATA)

General remarks

This interface represents an INSPIRE compliant catalogue (discovery) service 
9
. It is defined as a slightly

extended version of the OGC CSW AP ISO 
10

.

The GetCapabilities operation (mandatory for all OGC Services) is not needed for running the harvesting. But

this operation could be helpful upon registration of the catalogue service within the EU Data Portal as the

service's response provides additional information which must otherwise be found out during the registration

(e.g. the supported protocol bindings or the support of the 'modified' queryable for selective harvesting).

For the harvesting process only the GetRecords operation will be called. The GetRecordById is not needed.

Table of OGC CSW Operations used by data.europa.eu

Metadata model

The metadata model considered is as defined in the INSPIRE Technical Guidance on Discovery Services 
11

 and

on Metadata 
12

.

• 

• 

Operation Operation description data.europa.eu usage

GetCapabilities Retrieve catalogue service

metadata

Only for gathering service information

upon registration

GetRecords Retrieval of a bunch of metadata

items

Yes

GetRecordById Retrieval information of single

metadata items

No
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Within a GetRecords query (constraint) just the following metadata model elements (queryables) are used (see

table).

Table of GetRecords queryables (not parameters – see below)

Example query (constraint).

As defined in the NSPIRE Technical Guidance on Discovery Services 
13

 the operation must be able to return

ISO19139 metadata aligned with the Inspire Technical Guidance on Metadata 
14

.

Request parameter Definition a Used values in

data.europa.eu

XPath b

Type Provides the

desired

information

resources.

Always the following fixed

values used: 'dataset',

'datasetcollection','series'

and 'service'

/gmd:MD_Metadata/

gmd:hierarchyLevel/

gmd:MD_ScopeCode/

@codeListValue

Modified The metadata

date stamp in

case of

selective

harvesting (if

supported),

see below.

Date /gmd:MD_Metadata/

gmd:dateStamp/

gco:Date

a: 'Definition'

represents the

semantic meaning of

element in

data.europa.eu, it is

slightly different

from the genetic

meaning in OGC

CSW.b: Element's

XML path in

GetRecords request.

<Constraint version="1.1.0">

 <ogc:Filter>

  <ogc:Or>

   <ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>

    <ogc:PropertyName>Type</ogc:PropertyName>

    <ogc:Literal>dataset</ogc:Literal>

   </ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>

   <ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>

    <ogc:PropertyName>Type</ogc:PropertyName>

    <ogc:Literal>datasetcollection</ogc:Literal>

   </ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>

   <ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>

    <ogc:PropertyName>Type</ogc:PropertyName>

    <ogc:Literal>series</ogc:Literal>

   </ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>

   <ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>

    <ogc:PropertyName>Type</ogc:PropertyName>

    <ogc:Literal>service</ogc:Literal>

   </ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo>

  </ogc:Or>

 </ogc:Filter>

</Constraint>
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Requests

The mandatory GetRecords operation works as the primary means of metadata item discovery with HTTP

protocol binding. It executes an inventory search and returns the metadata items. Only OGC Filter XML

encoding is supported. For the GetRecords requests a few additional requirements exist. These will be

explained in the following.

Bindings

One or more of HTTP POST/XML, POST/XML/SOAP1.1 and POST/XML/SOAP1.2 have to be supported as

bindings.

Operation parameters
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The following parameters (not the queryables) and parameter values are used in data.europa.eu for the

GetRecords requests.
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Request

parameter

Definition a Used values in

data.europa.eu

XPath b

service Tells this is a

CSW service.

Always fixed value: CSW /GetRecords@service

version Tells which

version of CSW

service is

requested.

Always fixed value; 2.0.2 /GetRecords@version

resultType Specifies the

type of result

Always fixed value:

'results'

/GetRecords@resultType

outputFormat Specifies the

output format of

GetRecords

returned

document

Always fixed value:

'application/xml'

/GetRecords@outputFormat

outputSchema Specifies the

schema of

GetRecords

returned

document

Always fixed value

(namespace):'http://

www.isotc211.org/2005/

gmd'

/GetRecords@outputSchema

startPosition Specifies the

sequence

number of first

returned record

Used: integer between 1

and returned

numberDefault value is 1

/GetRecords@startPosition

maxRecords Specifies

number of

returned records

Supported: positive

integer between 1 and

N.Default value is: 50

/GetRecords@maxRecords

typeNames Specifies the

query- and

elementSetName

type

Always fixed value:

'gmd:MD_Metadata''gmd'

is valid namespace prefix

for 'http://

www.isotc211.org/2005/

gmd'

/GetRecords/

Query@typeNameAnd/

GetRecords/Query/

ElementSetName@typeName

ElementSetName Specifies the

type of

GetRecords

returned

document

As only full metadata

sets will be requested by

the harvester this

parameter will always be

set to 'full'.

/GetRecords/Query/

ElementSetName

a: 'Definition'

represents the

semantic

meaning of

element in

data.europa.eu.

it is slightly
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Table of GetRecords request parameters

Partitioning

For partitioning (pagination) the following parameters are used (see table on GetRecords):

startPosition;

maxRecords.

Selective harvesting

Selective harvesting allows harvesters to limit harvest requests to just those portions of the metadata available

from a repository which have been changed within a specified time frame.

Selective harvesting often makes sense as this would require that only a few metadata records be harvested

daily as only a few metadata records are changed within a day.

For selective harvesting the predefined queryable (usually 'modified' -- see table of GetRecords) is used.

Responses

As defined by in the INSPIRE Technical Guidance on Discovery Services 
15

 the operation must be able to

return ISO19139 metadata aligned with the INSPIRE Technical Guidance on Metadata 
16

.

Partitioning

For partitioning (pagination) as part of the search response, it is mandatory to have the total count of

matching metadata items returned, even if the metadata for these items is not contained in the search

response. This parameter, coupled with the ability to specify the startPosition and the number of desired

records (maxRecs) from the catalogue , will allow data.europa.eu to implement results paging and reducing

the load on both the data.europa.eu system and on the data partners.

Error handling

Useful status and error messages help data.europa.eu manage client sessions effectively. Any limitations on

submitted search requests to the inventory systems should be noted in the response (e.g. 'too many records

requested', 'search timed out') so that predictable error handling can be managed by data.europa.eu.

Request

parameter

Definition a Used values in

data.europa.eu

XPath b

different from

the genetic

meaning in OGC

CSW.b:

Element's XML

path in

GetRecords

request.

• 

• 
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Service information for integration

To be able to integrate an INSPIRE Discovery Service /CSW the following information need to be provided by

the data supplier.

Table of Service information needed for integration

Operational requirements

HARVESTING FREQUENCY

Due to the high volume of metadata that will be harvested from a growing list of data suppliers and the

required runtime for the harvesting processes, each data supplier site will probably not be harvested on a

daily basis. The harvesting processes have to be clustered and scheduled on a fixed time schedule (e.g. during

the night) in order to avoid any load impacts on the harvested sites during regular business hours usage.

Service

information

Definition a Obligation

(M=Mandatory,

O=Optional,

C=Conditional)

Datatype

GetRecords URL URL of the

CSW

GetRecords

operation

M URL

GetRecords

Binding

URL of the

CSW

GetRecords

operation

M Codelist (one of): 'POST/XML',

'POST/XML/SOAP1.1' 'POST/

XML/SOAP1.2'

Modifieda Name of the

queryable (if

supported) for

filtering on the

metadata date

stamp (for

selective

harvesting)

Possibly for

future use

String.

[Namespace":"]QueryableName

MaxRecordsMax Specifies the

maximal

number of

maximal

returned

records

Possibly for

future use

(currently

always set to

'50')

Integer

a = Value in CSW

filter will be

formatted as 'MM-

DD-YYYY'.

Operators: '>=',

'\<=' will be used.
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QUALITY OF THE HARVESTED DATASETS

Data source site API / endpoints

The REST API of the data source site should accept queries with, for example, startPos/maxRecs parameters

for resumption/partitioning of the datasets to be harvested.

Avoiding duplicates

Duplicate datasets should be avoided by the source site.

Error reporting on harvested metadata

The MQA module provides a graphical report on the quality of the harvested datasets' metadata by providing

access to a dashboard that summarises the main quality indicators, for example, availability and accessibility

of distributions, compliance of datasets to metadata formats, and source of violations.

The MQA dashboard can be opened directly from the portal homepage.

User feedback on datasets

Users will be able to provide feedback on a dataset directly from the dataset detail page.

The system will make it possible to gather and extract all feedback received for all datasets and group those

by data supplier, so that the feedback can be sent to the data supplier.
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Checklist

The goal of this checklist is to gather and summarise all main requirements for successfully harvesting a data

supplier site and assure a certain quality level of the harvested datasets.

Requirement Value Comment

1 Make sure that your portal provides

metadata

Only metadata can

be harvested, not

the data itself

2 Which metadata standard is

supported?

DCAT-AP/CKAN/

ISO19139(Inspire)

3 Which representation of the

metadata is used?

XML/JSON or any RDF

representation

4 Which API is used to retrieve the

data?

CKAN/OAI-PMH/RDF

dump file/SPARQL

endpoint/CSW

5 Is authentication required for you to

access your API?

yes/no

6 Include complete vocabulary for

categorisation, or other fields that

use a defined vocabulary (for

example update frequency)

With translation, if

applicable

7 Use standard date/time formats ISO8601

8 How often can/should the site be

harvested?

daily/weekly/monthly/etc.

9 What shall be the title of the

catalogue?

10 What shall be the description of the

catalogue?

11 Who is the publisher of the

catalogue (name and email address)

12 Which end point would you like us to

harvest?
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http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/ 

https://www.openarchives.org/pmh/ 

https://www.hydra-cg.com/spec/latest/core/ 

http://ckan.org/ 

Remote procedure call 

http://docs.ckan.org/en/ckan-2.4.0/api/index.html#action-api-reference 

http://docs.ckan.org/en/ckan-2.4.0/api/index.html#ckan.logic.action.get.package_search 

See https://www.europeandataportal.eu/mqa?locale=en 

Technical guidance for the implementation of INSPIRE discovery services, Initial Operating Capability Task Force for

Network Services, 7 November 2011. (https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/documents/technical-guidance-implementation-

inspire-discovery-services-0) 

OGC Catalogue Services Specification 2.0.2 – ISO metadata application profile : corrigendum, No 1.0.1, Open

Geospatial Consortium, 7 March 2018, OGC 07-045rl (https://portal.ogc.org/files/80534) 

Technical guidance for the implementation of INSPIRE discovery services, Initial Operating Capability Task Force for

Network Services, 7 November 2011. (https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/documents/technical-guidance-implementation-

inspire-discovery-services-0) 

Technical Guidance for the implementation of INSPIRE dataset and service metadata based on ISO/TS 19139:2007,

Inspire Maintenance and Implementation Group, 1 August 2022 (https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/

metadata-iso19139). 

Technical guidance for the implementation of INSPIRE discovery services, Initial Operating Capability Task Force for

Network Services, 7 November 2011. (https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/documents/technical-guidance-implementation-

inspire-discovery-services-0) 

Technical Guidance for the implementation of INSPIRE dataset and service metadata based on ISO/TS 19139:2007,

Inspire Maintenance and Implementation Group, 1 August 2022 (https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/

metadata-iso19139). 

Technical guidance for the implementation of INSPIRE discovery services, Initial Operating Capability Task Force for

Network Services, 7 November 2011. (https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/documents/technical-guidance-implementation-

inspire-discovery-services-0) 

Technical Guidance for the implementation of INSPIRE dataset and service metadata based on ISO/TS 19139:2007,

Inspire Maintenance and Implementation Group, 1 August 2022 (https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/

metadata-iso19139). 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 
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2.5 data.europa.eu SHACL validator

data.europa.eu offers a stand-alone user-friendly DCAT-AP SHACL validator and a RESTful API that can also be

used. The API is described via OpenAPI under the mentioned URL. If you don't know how to call a RESTful

2.5 data.europa.eu SHACL validator
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API, you can use a tool like Postman (https://www.getpostman.com/) and follow the following step-by-step

instructions.
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Create a new 'request'.

Give the request a name and put it in any collection that is convenient for you.

1. 

2. 
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Choose to use HTTP POST and write https://data.europa.eu/api/mqa/shacl/validation/report/ as the request URL.3. 
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Specify the 'Content-Type' variables in the HTTP headers according to the type of DCAT-AP representation you

will use, typically 'application/rdf+xml'.

Copy and paste your DCAT-AP in the 'body' you are going to send, ensuring to specify that you are using 'raw'

input.

4. 

5. 
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Click on the 'Send' button.

Examine the results in the bottom pane. If your DCAT-AP is valid, you will get an empty report in JSON-LD that

looks like this.

6. 

7. 
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Otherwise, if there are mistakes, you will see a list of them. Every error has an entry in the JSON-LD file that

looks like this.
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Finally, amend the DCAT-AP to address the errors and go back to step 5 until all are solved.

Services for data providers

DATA STORAGE

Data providers can not only publish the metadata on the portal but also the data behind it. Every data provider

can upload and manage their files in the data provider's interface. Selected RDF resources are available

directly from the portal's triplestore to increase interoperability. These include OP controlled vocabularies

(Eurovoc thesaurus, corporate-body authority list, country authority list, data theme authority list), the NUTS

codes (also available as simple knowledge organization system) and others.

If more storage is needed, please contact us.
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LICENSE ASSISTANT

(Open) data should always be published indicating the licence provided for its reuse and distribution. There

are many licences available. The licence assistant provides a description of the available licences. It also gives

an overview of how to apply licences as re-publisher/distributor of open data and how to combine multiple

licences.

ANALYTICS ON THE PORTAL

The portal offers many analytic services for your datasets. We track the most relevant datasets engagement

metric for data providers with our web analytics tool. Those metrics can help data providers see how their

datasets create engagement with visitors and understanding how to improve the datasets they publish with us

to increase use. Collected data includes:

number of views per datasets;

number of visitors per dataset;

number of datasets downloads including the downloaded format;

time spent by visitors on datasets.

Performance of your datasets

Measuring the reuse of datasets can be a challenge. We provide to data providers metrics and proxies to

better understand the engagement of visitors with their datasets. One indicator about engagement and

interest of visitors for a specific dataset is the number of downloads. We provide to data providers all the

information about the number of downloads per dataset and by dataset format.

The performance per dataset is available in the feedback reports or on the page of each dataset.

Feedback reports for you

All data providers can receive automated reports for their catalogue of datasets. Currently, the reports are

sent every time there is a 5 points change in the MQA score.

2.5.1 Metadata quality dashboard

The MQA is a tool developed by the consortium of data.europa.eu to study the quality of metadata harvested

by data.europa.eu. It is intended to help data providers and data portals check their metadata quality and

receive suggestions for improvements. The results are presented via the MQA and are also available to

download. In the following, we describe the functionality of the MQA and the methodology it uses.

If this page still does not answer all of your questions, please feel free to contact us via our feedback form at

the end of the page.

Scope of research

With the MQA, we want to answer the question 'What is the metadata quality for public sector data in the pan-

European region and where are the biggest hurdles to achieving better quality?'

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Based on this, the MQA is currently investigating the following points:

compliance with DCAT-AP and DCAT-AP derivatives;

disclosure of information not specified as mandatory by DCAT-AP;

accessibility of the data referenced in the metadata through the access and download URLs;

machine readability of the referenced data;

use of licenses.

Each point results in further individual investigations, which are described in detail below.

What do we not cover?

The MQA is limited by the metadata it can examine. The investigation is limited exclusively to the metadata

that data.europa.eu collects during the harvesting process. If there are errors in the source metadata, these

can falsify the overall result. To limit this error potential, the MQA provides a validation service that can be

used by data providers to validate their metadata for valid formats and compliant DCAT-AP before integrating

it into the harvesting process.

DCAT-AP SHACL validation service web page

DCAT-AP SHACL validation service AP.

The metadata quality assessment process

With each harvesting, the metadata is also checked by the MQA. The MQA measures the quality of various

indicators, each indicator is explained in the tables below. The results of the checks are stored as data quality

vocabulary (DQV). DQV is a specification of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) that is used to describe

the quality of a dataset.

As accessibility can be volatile, repeated checks for the access URL and download URL are necessary. For this

reason, the MQA regularly checks the accessibility of all distributions. In contrast to the verification of the

other indicators, this has a higher runtime, since the distributions are checked via HTTP and each requested

URL may have a longer response time. The MQA uses a mechanism that takes into account that each URL is

re-examined for accessibility within a few weeks of the last review.

Assumptions

The MQA is based on the following assumptions.

USE OF NON-OBLIGATORY FIELDS

We believe that filling the DCAT-AP mandatory fields alone is not sufficient to provide high quality metadata.

For this reason, the evaluation also checks fields that are not specified as mandatory according to DCAT-AP.

The exact fields that are checked are listed below.

IDENTICAL CONTENT FOR MULTIPLE DISTRIBUTIONS

If a dataset contains more than one distribution, all distributions are identical in content, they differ only in

the representation of the data. For example, a dataset can have two distributions, one offering the data as PDF

and the other offering the identical data as machine-readable RDF/XML. This definition is relative to how

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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datasets are rated in the MQA (a sort of 'best practice') but should not be considered as the standard definition

of distributions.

Dimensions

This section describes all dimensions that the MQA examines in order to determine the quality. The dimensions

are derived from the FAIR principles.

FINDABILITY

The following table describes the metrics that help people and machines find datasets. A maximum of 100

points can be scored in this area.

Indicator Description Metrics Weight

Keyword

usage

Keywords directly support

the search and thus increase

the findability of the data

dataset.

The system checks whether

keywords are defined. The number

of keywords has no impact to the

score.

Dataset

dcat:keyword

30

Categories Categories help users to

explore datasets

thematically.

It is checked whether one or more

categories are assigned to the

dataset. The number of assigned

categories has no impact to the

score.

Dataset

dcat:theme

30

Geo search Usage of spatial information

would enable users in order

to find the dataset with a

geo-facetted search.

It is checked whether the property

is set or not.

Dataset

dct:spatial

20

Time based

search

Usage of temporal

information would enable

users to make a time-based

facetted search.

It is checked whether the property

is set or not.

Dataset

dct:temporal

20
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ACCESSIBILITY

The following table describes which metrics are used to determine whether access to the data referenced by

the distributions is guaranteed. A maximum of 100 points can be scored in this area.

INTEROPERABILITY

The following table describes the metrics used to determine whether a distribution is considered

interoperable. According to the assumption 'identical content with several distributions', only the distribution

Indicator Description Metrics Weight

AccessURL

accessibility

The access URL is not

necessarily a direct link to

the data, but also may refers

to a URL that gives you

access to the dataset or

where more information

about the dataset is

available.

The specified URL is checked for

accessibility via a HTTP HEAD

request. If the responded status

code is in the 200 or 300 range,

the accessibility of the resource is

evaluated positively.

Distribution

dcat:accessURL

50

DownloadURL The download URL is a

direct link to the referenced

data.

It is checked whether the

property is set or not.

Distribution

dcat:downloadURL

20

DownloadURL

accessibility

If a download URL exists,

the accessibility is checked.

The specified URL is checked for

accessibility via a HTTP HEAD

request. If the responded status

code is in the 200 or 300 range,

the accessibility of the resource is

evaluated positively.

Distribution

dcat:downloadURL

30
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with the highest number of points is used to calculate the points. A maximum of 110 points can be scored in

this area.
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Indicator Description Metrics Weight

Format This field specifies the file format of

the distribution.

It is checked whether the

property is set or not.

Distribution 

dct:format

20

Media type This field specifies the media type of

the distribution.

It is checked whether the

property is set or not.

Distribution 

dcat:mediaType

10

Format/

media type

from

vocabulary

Checks whether format and media

type belong to a controlled

vocabulary.

The format vocabulary can

be found in the

data.europa.eu GitLab

repository.The media type is

check against the IANA list

Distribution 

dct:format

dcat:mediaType

10

Non-

proprietary

Checks if the format of the

distribution is non-proprietary.

The distribution is

considered as non-

proprietary if the specified

format is contained in the

corresponding

data.europa.eu GitLab

repository vocabulary.

Distribution

dct:format

20

Machine

readable

Checks if the format of the

distribution is machine readable.

The distribution is

considered as machine-

readable if the specified

format is contained in the

corresponding

data.europa.eu GitLab

repository vocabulary.

Distribution

dct:format

20

DCAT-AP

compliance

DCAT-AP compliance is calculated

across all sources and datasets

available on a catalogue. This check

is only performed if the metadata is

originally harvested as DCAT-AP or as

a valid derivate.DCAT-AP is a

specification for describing linked

The metadata is validated

against a set of SHACL

shapes. The metadata is not

compliant if the SHACL

validation reports at least

one issue.

30
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Indicator Description Metrics Weight

public data in Europe. The

data.europa.eu portal may also

harvest metadata which does not fully

comply with DCAT-AP. In order to

increase conformity to DCAT-AP, the

MQA checks each metadata for its

DCAT-AP compliance.

The MQA uses 

data.europa.eu's DCAT-AP

SHACL validation service.

SHACL is a

recommendation from the

W3C and is used for

validating RDF graphs

against a set of shapes.
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REUSABILITY

The following table describes which metrics are used to check the reusability of the data. A maximum of 75

points can be scored in this area.

Indicator Description Metrics Weight

License

information

A license is valuable

information for the reuse

of data.

It is checked whether the property is

set or not.

Distribution

dct:license

20

License

vocabulary

We would like to limit the

indication of incorrect

license information. For

example, we encounter

many CC licenses that

lack versioning.

This section describes all dimensions

that the MQA examines in order to

determine the quality. The dimensions

are derived from the FAIR principles.

The MQA recommends and credits

the usage of controlled vocabularies.

The data.europa.eu portal publishes

its controlled vocabularies in GitLab.

The vocabularies are derived from the

EU vocabularies.

Distribution

dct:license

10

Access

restrictions

This field indicates

whether the access to the

data is public or

restricted.

It is checked whether the property is

set or not.

Dataset

dct:accessRights

10

Access

restrictions

vocabulary

The use of a controlled

vocabulary increases

reusability.

It is checked whether the controlled

vocabulary for access rights is used.

Dataset

dct:accessRights

5

Contact point The contact point contains

information on who to

address in case you have

questions regarding the

data.

It is checked whether the property is

set or not.

Dataset

dcat:contactPoint

20

Publisher It is checked whether the

property is set or not.

It is checked whether the property is

set or not.

Dataset

dct:publisher

10
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CONTEXTUALITY

The following table show some light weight properties, that provide more context to the user. A maximum of

20 points can be scored in this area.

Indicator Description Metrics Weight

Rights In some cases, a specific license cannot be

applied to a dataset. The 'Rights' field can be

used to specify a reference to a resource that

will inform a user about the rights they have

if they use the dataset.

It is checked

whether the

property is set or

not.

Distribution

dct:rights

5

File size Specifies the size of the file in bytes. It is checked

whether the

property is set or

not.

Distribution

dcat:byteSize

5

Date of issue The date on which the dataset or distribution

was released.

It is checked

whether the

property is set or

not.

Dataset and

Distribution

dct:issued

5

Modification

date

The date on which the dataset or distribution

was last changed.

It is checked

whether the

property is set or

not.

Dataset and

Distribution

dct:modified

5
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Rating

The overall scoring of a dataset results from the addition of the points for each dimension.

The final rating happens via four rating groups. The mapping of the points to the rating category is shown in

the table below. The representation of the rating in the MQA is expressed exclusively via the rating categories.

This enables providers to achieve the highest rating even with a slight deduction of points.

This rating can also be used in the dataset search. Figure 1 shows all metadata quality facets. The quality

facet acts like a threshold. The facet 'Sufficient+' would exclude all datasets that have a rating below a

sufficient score. The same principle applies to 'Good+'. 'Excellent' excludes all datasets that do not have an

excellent score.

Figure 1. MQA rating used in the facet search

Dimension Maximal points

Findability 100

Accessibility 100

Interoperability 110

Reusability 75

Contextuality 20

Sum 405

Rating Range of points

Excellent 351 – 405

Good 221 – 350

Sufficient 121 – 220

Bad 0 – 120
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2.6 Metadata quality dashboard

The MQA is a tool developed by the consortium of data.europa.eu to study the quality of metadata harvested

by data.europa.eu. It is intended to help data providers and data portals check their metadata quality and

receive suggestions for improvements. The results are presented via the MQA and are also available to

download. In the following, we describe the functionality of the MQA and the methodology it uses.

If this page still does not answer all of your questions, please feel free to contact us via our feedback form at

the end of the page.

Scope of research

With the MQA, we want to answer the question 'What is the metadata quality for public sector data in the pan-

European region and where are the biggest hurdles to achieving better quality?'

Based on this, the MQA is currently investigating the following points:

compliance with DCAT-AP and DCAT-AP derivatives;

disclosure of information not specified as mandatory by DCAT-AP;

accessibility of the data referenced in the metadata through the access and download URLs;

machine readability of the referenced data;

use of licenses.

Each point results in further individual investigations, which are described in detail below.

What do we not cover?

The MQA is limited by the metadata it can examine. The investigation is limited exclusively to the metadata

that data.europa.eu collects during the harvesting process. If there are errors in the source metadata, these

can falsify the overall result. To limit this error potential, the MQA provides a validation service that can be

used by data providers to validate their metadata for valid formats and compliant DCAT-AP before integrating

it into the harvesting process.

DCAT-AP SHACL validation service web page

DCAT-AP SHACL validation service AP.

The metadata quality assessment process

With each harvesting, the metadata is also checked by the MQA. The MQA measures the quality of various

indicators, each indicator is explained in the tables below. The results of the checks are stored as data quality

vocabulary (DQV). DQV is a specification of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) that is used to describe

the quality of a dataset.

As accessibility can be volatile, repeated checks for the access URL and download URL are necessary. For this

reason, the MQA regularly checks the accessibility of all distributions. In contrast to the verification of the

other indicators, this has a higher runtime, since the distributions are checked via HTTP and each requested

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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URL may have a longer response time. The MQA uses a mechanism that takes into account that each URL is

re-examined for accessibility within a few weeks of the last review.

Assumptions

The MQA is based on the following assumptions.

USE OF NON-OBLIGATORY FIELDS

We believe that filling the DCAT-AP mandatory fields alone is not sufficient to provide high quality metadata.

For this reason, the evaluation also checks fields that are not specified as mandatory according to DCAT-AP.

The exact fields that are checked are listed below.

IDENTICAL CONTENT FOR MULTIPLE DISTRIBUTIONS

If a dataset contains more than one distribution, all distributions are identical in content, they differ only in

the representation of the data. For example, a dataset can have two distributions, one offering the data as PDF

and the other offering the identical data as machine-readable RDF/XML. This definition is relative to how

datasets are rated in the MQA (a sort of 'best practice') but should not be considered as the standard definition

of distributions.

Dimensions

This section describes all dimensions that the MQA examines in order to determine the quality. The dimensions

are derived from the FAIR principles.
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FINDABILITY

The following table describes the metrics that help people and machines find datasets. A maximum of 100

points can be scored in this area.

Indicator Description Metrics Weight

Keyword

usage

Keywords directly support

the search and thus increase

the findability of the data

dataset.

The system checks whether

keywords are defined. The number

of keywords has no impact to the

score.

Dataset

dcat:keyword

30

Categories Categories help users to

explore datasets

thematically.

It is checked whether one or more

categories are assigned to the

dataset. The number of assigned

categories has no impact to the

score.

Dataset

dcat:theme

30

Geo search Usage of spatial information

would enable users in order

to find the dataset with a

geo-facetted search.

It is checked whether the property

is set or not.

Dataset

dct:spatial

20

Time based

search

Usage of temporal

information would enable

users to make a time-based

facetted search.

It is checked whether the property

is set or not.

Dataset

dct:temporal

20
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ACCESSIBILITY

The following table describes which metrics are used to determine whether access to the data referenced by

the distributions is guaranteed. A maximum of 100 points can be scored in this area.

INTEROPERABILITY

The following table describes the metrics used to determine whether a distribution is considered

interoperable. According to the assumption 'identical content with several distributions', only the distribution

Indicator Description Metrics Weight

AccessURL

accessibility

The access URL is not

necessarily a direct link to

the data, but also may refers

to a URL that gives you

access to the dataset or

where more information

about the dataset is

available.

The specified URL is checked for

accessibility via a HTTP HEAD

request. If the responded status

code is in the 200 or 300 range,

the accessibility of the resource is

evaluated positively.

Distribution

dcat:accessURL

50

DownloadURL The download URL is a

direct link to the referenced

data.

It is checked whether the

property is set or not.

Distribution

dcat:downloadURL

20

DownloadURL

accessibility

If a download URL exists,

the accessibility is checked.

The specified URL is checked for

accessibility via a HTTP HEAD

request. If the responded status

code is in the 200 or 300 range,

the accessibility of the resource is

evaluated positively.

Distribution

dcat:downloadURL

30
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with the highest number of points is used to calculate the points. A maximum of 110 points can be scored in

this area.
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Indicator Description Metrics Weight

Format This field specifies the file format of

the distribution.

It is checked whether the

property is set or not.

Distribution 

dct:format

20

Media type This field specifies the media type of

the distribution.

It is checked whether the

property is set or not.

Distribution 

dcat:mediaType

10

Format/

media type

from

vocabulary

Checks whether format and media

type belong to a controlled

vocabulary.

The format vocabulary can

be found in the

data.europa.eu GitLab

repository.The media type is

check against the IANA list

Distribution 

dct:format

dcat:mediaType

10

Non-

proprietary

Checks if the format of the

distribution is non-proprietary.

The distribution is

considered as non-

proprietary if the specified

format is contained in the

corresponding

data.europa.eu GitLab

repository vocabulary.

Distribution

dct:format

20

Machine

readable

Checks if the format of the

distribution is machine readable.

The distribution is

considered as machine-

readable if the specified

format is contained in the

corresponding

data.europa.eu GitLab

repository vocabulary.

Distribution

dct:format

20

DCAT-AP

compliance

DCAT-AP compliance is calculated

across all sources and datasets

available on a catalogue. This check

is only performed if the metadata is

originally harvested as DCAT-AP or as

a valid derivate.DCAT-AP is a

specification for describing linked

The metadata is validated

against a set of SHACL

shapes. The metadata is not

compliant if the SHACL

validation reports at least

one issue.

30
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Indicator Description Metrics Weight

public data in Europe. The

data.europa.eu portal may also

harvest metadata which does not fully

comply with DCAT-AP. In order to

increase conformity to DCAT-AP, the

MQA checks each metadata for its

DCAT-AP compliance.

The MQA uses 

data.europa.eu's DCAT-AP

SHACL validation service.

SHACL is a

recommendation from the

W3C and is used for

validating RDF graphs

against a set of shapes.
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REUSABILITY

The following table describes which metrics are used to check the reusability of the data. A maximum of 75

points can be scored in this area.

Indicator Description Metrics Weight

License

information

A license is valuable

information for the reuse

of data.

It is checked whether the property is

set or not.

Distribution

dct:license

20

License

vocabulary

We would like to limit the

indication of incorrect

license information. For

example, we encounter

many CC licenses that

lack versioning.

This section describes all dimensions

that the MQA examines in order to

determine the quality. The dimensions

are derived from the FAIR principles.

The MQA recommends and credits

the usage of controlled vocabularies.

The data.europa.eu portal publishes

its controlled vocabularies in GitLab.

The vocabularies are derived from the

EU vocabularies.

Distribution

dct:license

10

Access

restrictions

This field indicates

whether the access to the

data is public or

restricted.

It is checked whether the property is

set or not.

Dataset

dct:accessRights

10

Access

restrictions

vocabulary

The use of a controlled

vocabulary increases

reusability.

It is checked whether the controlled

vocabulary for access rights is used.

Dataset

dct:accessRights

5

Contact point The contact point contains

information on who to

address in case you have

questions regarding the

data.

It is checked whether the property is

set or not.

Dataset

dcat:contactPoint

20

Publisher It is checked whether the

property is set or not.

It is checked whether the property is

set or not.

Dataset

dct:publisher

10
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CONTEXTUALITY

The following table show some light weight properties, that provide more context to the user. A maximum of

20 points can be scored in this area.

Indicator Description Metrics Weight

Rights In some cases, a specific license cannot be

applied to a dataset. The 'Rights' field can be

used to specify a reference to a resource that

will inform a user about the rights they have

if they use the dataset.

It is checked

whether the

property is set or

not.

Distribution

dct:rights

5

File size Specifies the size of the file in bytes. It is checked

whether the

property is set or

not.

Distribution

dcat:byteSize

5

Date of issue The date on which the dataset or distribution

was released.

It is checked

whether the

property is set or

not.

Dataset and

Distribution

dct:issued

5

Modification

date

The date on which the dataset or distribution

was last changed.

It is checked

whether the

property is set or

not.

Dataset and

Distribution

dct:modified

5
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Rating

The overall scoring of a dataset results from the addition of the points for each dimension.

The final rating happens via four rating groups. The mapping of the points to the rating category is shown in

the table below. The representation of the rating in the MQA is expressed exclusively via the rating categories.

This enables providers to achieve the highest rating even with a slight deduction of points.

This rating can also be used in the dataset search. Figure 1 shows all metadata quality facets. The quality

facet acts like a threshold. The facet 'Sufficient+' would exclude all datasets that have a rating below a

sufficient score. The same principle applies to 'Good+'. 'Excellent' excludes all datasets that do not have an

excellent score.

Figure 1. MQA rating used in the facet search

Dimension Maximal points

Findability 100

Accessibility 100

Interoperability 110

Reusability 75

Contextuality 20

Sum 405

Rating Range of points

Excellent 351 – 405

Good 221 – 350

Sufficient 121 – 220

Bad 0 – 120
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2.7 How the portal works

The data model we use

The DCAT-AP is a specification based on W3C's data catalogue vocabulary (DCAT) for describing public sector

datasets in Europe. Its basic use is to give the public sector access to better data across borders and sectors.

This can be achieved by the exchange of descriptions of data sets among data portals.

The specification of the DCAT-AP was a joint initiative of the Directorate-General for Communications

Networks, Content and Technology, the OP and the interoperable Europe programme. The specification was

elaborated by a multi-disciplinary working group with representatives from 16 EU Member States, some

European institutions, and the United States.
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DCAT-AP version used

The portal uses the latest version of DCAT-AP. The current version of DCAT-AP in the portal is version 2.1.0.

These are the improvements of this version:

improved Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagram in accordance with the agreed profile reading;

improved coherency between the UML diagram and the specification text;

a usage guide on the relationships between dataset, distribution and data service; and the consequences of

this clarification on the model;

various editorial fixes;

consolidation of the SHACL shapes;

minor specification updates:

introduction of the named authority list (NAL) planned-availability, NAL access-right and NAL dataset-type,

lift of the max-cardinality for dataset dct:type,

lift of the max-cardinality for property dct:creator,

allow other than SHA1 checksum algorithms,

the range for temporal properties is enlarged to contain any temporal XSD (XML schema definitions)

datatype,

alignment of usage notes for used property adms:status with W3C DCAT,

addition of max-cardinality 1 for dcat:temporalResolution and dcat:spatialResolutionInMeters to align with

the usage note.

A complete list of the issues and their resolutions can be found on the DCAT-AP GitHub.

In September 2021, the interoperable Europe programme of the European Commission started the minor

release cycle for DCAT-AP aiming to address requests for change received from users through the GitHub

repository. DCAT-AP working group members and users were invited to share their comments by 15 November

2021.

Good practices for metadata

1. Mis-encoded DOI

https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/edit/annual-management-report-2014-of-the-publications-office-

of-the-european-union

In the EU ODP we had:

giving this in the data of two entries:

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

<dcterms:identifier>10.2830/75445</dcterms:identifier>

<dcterms:identifier>DOI:</dcterms:identifier>
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Also giving this view in data.europa.eu:

and in the EU ODP legacy: (no link)

How to fix that problem

It should be encoded like this in the EU ODP legacy:

Result of the fix

in the EU ODP legacy: (the link works)

in data.europa.eu:

(DOI is not shown yet)
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in the data (directly from the EU ODP legacy): 

2. Not coherent titles for series of data

Here is the list of datasets and related titles for Publications Office as publisher (PUBL):

Fix: change the title.

3. Assigning license

The choice of a license should be discussed with the data provider. Following the EC decision from 2019,

Directorates-General should try to publish their reusable content under CC BY, but for publications ordered

before 2019 things are not as clear. In any case it's their decision. Reuse guidelines CC BY.

4. Assigning DOI

DOIs for datasets are minted upon request. If the publication already has a DOI, no need to assign it (always

check if it has a DOI --- very often reports and another documents have one already). When assigning DOIs to

datasets with data, we should double-check with the provider.

[Provision of DOI Data Services](https://myintracomm-collab.ec.europa.eu/networks/EDPSPECS/_layouts/15/

WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=/networks/EDPSPECS/Shared%20Documents/AO-10801_Annexes/

Annexes%20from%20Annex%2012/Specifications(DOI).(03.08.2018.(v.0.2).docx&action=default)

5. Duplication of contact address

http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/eu-open-data-portal-api

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#Identifier/34ef9846-cbdf-4503-81de-afd3569484ff">

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#Identifier"/>

    <skos:notation rdf:datatype="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/notation-type/DOI">10.2830/75445</skos:notation>

    <skos:notation rdf:datatype="http://purl.org/spar/datacite/doi">10.2830/75445</skos:notation>

    <adms:schemeAgency>Publications Office</adms:schemeAgency>

    <dcterms:creator rdf:resource="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/corporate-body/PUBL"/>

    <dcterms:issued rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date">2021-05-04T14:04:29</dcterms:issued>

</rdf:Description>
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The same thing is visible on the EU ODP legacy:

In fact, the problem is that we have a duplication of a landing page:

https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/edit/eu-open-data-portal-api

Fix: delete the duplicate HTTP address. (I also took the opportunity to update the contact form address and

delete the '+' at the end of the email address).
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Result:

6. Not coherent use of DEPRECATED tag in title 

.../...

observation: 'fr' value is different (OBSOLETE!)

Fix: change it to [DEPRECATED] (not yet done)

7. Link of file is wrong

Observation: the link is wrong, the right link is: https://data.europa.eu/euodp/repository/CDT/

OP_Covid19_IATE_2872020.xlsx.gz

Fix: correct the URL of the link.

8. Internal data.europa.eu files link not in HTTPS

<dcterms:title xml:lang="mt">[DEPRECATED] Data tal-Coronavirus COVID-19</dcterms:title>

<dcterms:title xml:lang="de">[DEPRECATED] COVID-19 – Daten zum Coronavirus</dcterms:title>

        <dcterms:title xml:lang="sl">[DEPRECATED] Podatki o koronavirusu COVID-19</dcterms:title>

        <dcterms:title xml:lang="cs">[DEPRECATED] Koronavirus COVID-19 – data</dcterms:title>

        <dcterms:title xml:lang="lt">[DEPRECATED] Koronaviruso (COVID-19) duomenys</dcterms:title>

        <dcterms:title xml:lang="bg">[DEPRECATED] Данни за коронавируса COVID-19</dcterms:title>

        <dcterms:title xml:lang="en">[DEPRECATED] COVID-19 Coronavirus data - daily (up to 14 December 2020)</dcterms:title>

        <dcterms:title xml:lang="fr">OBSOLETE! Données relatives au coronavirus COVID-19</dcterms:title>

        <dcterms:title xml:lang="nl">[DEPRECATED] Data over het coronavirus (COVID-19)</dcterms:title>

        <dcterms:title xml:lang="sk">[DEPRECATED] Údaje o ochorení koronavírusom COVID-19</dcterms:title>
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All data.europa.eu websites and services should be in HTTPS if possible. Looking at the list of files available

for download on the site shows that 95% of them are in https, but there are also some in http:

http://data.europa.eu/euodp/data/storage/f/2014-06-24T133025/influenza-surveillance-overview-11-

oct-2013.pdf\ http://data.europa.eu/euodp/data/storage/f/2014-06-24T135149/131018-SUR-Weekly-Influenza-

Surveillance-Overview.pdf\ http://data.europa.eu/euodp/data/storage/f/2014-06-24T135352/influenza-

surveillance-overview-15-nov-2013.pdf\ http://data.europa.eu/euodp/data/storage/f/2014-06-24T135513/

influenza-surveillance-overview-22-nov-2013.pdf\ http://data.europa.eu/euodp/data/storage/f/

2014-06-24T135632/influenza-weekly-surveillance-overview-29-nov-2013.pdf\ http://data.europa.eu/euodp/

data/storage/f/2014-06-24T135738/influenza-weekly-surveillance-overview-6-dec-2013.pdf\ http://

data.europa.eu/euodp/data/storage/f/2014-06-24T135908/influenza-surveillance-overview-13-dec-2013.pdf

Fix: add the 's' to 'http' in the related files in related distributions of related datasets in the EU ODP legacy:

9. Link to internal file (in EU ODP) while the file is already in the website of the data provider
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Problem: the 'download URL' is a file in the EU ODP while the access URL is already OK and in the data

provider website.

Fix: recopy the 'access URL' to the 'download URL'.

10. Type of dataset

The list of types of datasets is old and not exhaustive. It was discussed in DCAT-AP group but the conclusion is

that there are various dimensions of 'types' and it's impossible to create a list that would cover all cases. Some

types can be useful because they can allow us to group some datasets: statistical, etc.

11. Duplication of dataset with a DOI

In the EU ODP legacy, when you duplicate a dataset with a DOI it also duplicates the DOI. This is a bug from

the old system. We will ask the consortium to make a rule that doesn't allow DOIs to be copied for the new

back office.

Our advice: before duplicating a dataset, check if the dataset you want to duplicate has a DOI -- if it has one,

don't duplicate it but create it from scratch.
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12. Change of publisher

First we need to verify if the dataset changed ownership. If the same dataset moved from one publisher to

another, the best practice is to modify the value for the publisher. Following the creation of sub-catalogues

by publisher for the former ODP catalogue, the following steps have to be followed in order to avoid

creating duplicates.

Save the dataset as 'DRAFT'. This will result in the dataset being removed from the portal upon re-

harvesting (c. 2 hours).

Verify that the dataset is no longer visible on the public portal.

In the back office, change the publisher to the new one and save as published (allow time for re-harvesting

for changes to show on portal).

If the dataset did not change ownership but the original publisher no longer exists, you may leave the

dataset with the original publisher, preferably adding '[DEPRECATED]' in the title field. Note that the

authority table for corporate bodies maintains the values for deprecated bodies and these are listed with an

end date and their status is set to deprecated.

13. One dataset should be in fact several datasets

See https://github.com/SEMICeu/DCAT-AP/blob/master/releases/2.1.0/usageguide-dataset-distribution-

dataservice.md: 'there might be need for a granularity clarification between datasets and distributions.

Commonly, at first sight, it is expected that all distributions of a dataset are indentical [sic] in content, only

differing in the representation of the data.'

14. Duplication of distributions

In https://data.europa.eu/data/datasets/latest-asylum-trends?locale=en, the same distribution appears twice,

once as pure 'distribution' and once as 'visualisation'. But for both of them, it is the same link.

It is, therefore, better to have only one visualisation (less duplicate data for the end user).

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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2.8 How to search

There are four ways of searching the portal: manual search, advanced search, SPARQL search and graph

search.

Manual search

BOOLEAN OPERATORS

General Remarks 

You can search for datasets containing one or more keywords by typing the keywords into the search field and

then clicking on the search button. When entering more than one search term it is also possible to use the

logical operators (connectors) AND, OR as well as parentheses (). The concepts behind and rules for using

logical operators and parentheses are briefly explained in the following sections.

Concepts of logical operators and parentheses 

Logical Operator OR

The OR operator can be used in order to

connect two or more similar concepts (synonyms)

broaden your results, telling the database that ANY of your search terms can be present in the resulting

dataset

Example: population OR education OR science

All three circles represent the result set for this search. It is a big set because any of those words are valid

using the OR operator.

Logical Operator AND

• 

• 
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The AND operator is used to

find sources containing two or more ideas

narrow the search

The database will only retrieve items containing both keywords. The AND operator can be used multiple times

in one query.

Example: population AND education AND science

Parantheses ()

Parentheses is used to

perform a more complex search using both AND and OR by placing parentheses around synonyms

save time by searching multiple synonyms at once

Example: (environment OR nature) AND (refurbish OR reuse)

This cuts down on having to perform multiple searches for the combinations on keywords.

Basic rules for using AND, OR operators and parentheses () 

The OR is implied: search function automatically puts an OR in between your search terms. It means that the

search for population OR education OR science gets the same matches as the search for population education

science.

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Always enter AND, OR operators in uppercase letters.

Never translate AND, OR operators into any other language. It does not matter in what language your

keywords are -- the operators always have to be AND, OR.

Please keep in mind to always close parentheses (). The combination of logical operators with an odd number

of parentheses in the query leads to incorrect results in the search.
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2.9 Data Provider Interface

Most data in data.europa.eu gets automatically and periodically harvested from the original data publishers. In

addition, data.europa.eu supports the direct provision and storage of data via the portal and/or its API. This

Section provides guidance for registered data providers to manually upload datasets via the Data Provider

Interface (DPI). This process makes the datasets findable on the portal. 

This Section is aimed at the data providers of data originating from various EU bodies and technical staff of all

involved in the maintenance and development of data.europa.eu. In addition, it targets all interested

stakeholders and Open Data enthusiasts, who want to learn about the inner functionalities of data.europa.eu.

Further reading and links

The following standards and specifications are closely related to the data provision process:

DCAT application profile for data portals in Europe,

Data catalog vocabulary (DCAT) -- Version 2,

EU vocabularies,

DOI system.

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Key concepts

The provision of data is based on some essential key concepts, that are elaborated in the following.

METADATA VS. DATA

It is important to distinguish between metadata and data in data.europa.eu. Most information you discover on

the portal constitutes metadata, i.e. information about data (title, description, publisher, etc). The metadata

then links to the actual data, in most cases a downloadable file. The entirety of metadata and data is often

called a dataset. The metadata is stored in the databases of data.europa.eu, where the data usually remains

with the original data publisher. However, data.europa.eu is capable of storing both, metadata and data. With

the data provider interface (DPI) you have to provide the metadata and you can also provide the actual data.

DCAT-AP DATA MODEL

The data provision process builds on top of the core data model of data.europa.eu DCAT-AP. Essentially, DCAT-

AP consists of three principal data classes: catalogues, datasets and distributions. Each data provider is

represented by a catalogue. Each catalogue consists of datasets that constitute the general metadata of the

data, and each dataset can have multiple distributions, where each distribution describes the actual data of

the dataset in detail. All this data is serialised in the RDF format. Therefore, the DPI converts all user input

into RDF. As a data provider you are concerned with the creation of datasets and distributions. The catalogues

are managed by the administrators of data.europa.eu.

ACCESS CONTROL MODEL

The provision of datasets follows a straightforward and simple access control model. Let us assume a data

provider organisation consists of multiple users (i.e. data providers), who want to manage datasets on behalf

of the organisation. Each user is granted write access to one or more catalogue(s) that belong to the data

provider organisation. This access allows the user to create, update, delete, and execute any available function

on any dataset in that catalogue. All users of one data provider organisation have the same view on the

datasets and their state. There are no individual user access rights. It is up to the internal processes of a data

provider organisation to manage the detailed publication process and individual responsibilities. The write

access to catalogues is set by administrators of data.europa.eu.

STATE OF A DATASET

Datasets can have two states: draft or public. A draft dataset is not publicly available via the frontend, API or

SPARQL interface of the data section. It is only visible to permitted data providers. A public dataset is

available like any other dataset on the data section. Datasets can be directly created as draft or public. It is

possible to toggle the state of a dataset at any time.

Registration and login

This section describes the prerequisites and login process for providing data.

REGISTRATION

There is no self-registration to use the DPI. Please contact the OP for further information. After successful

registration you will receive access credentials consisting of a username and password. The password you

receive is just temporary and you will need to change it after your first login.
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LOGIN

You will find the link to the login page at very bottom and right side of the data section. The data provider

features are currently only available in English, so make sure you switch to English in the language selection

dropdown menu at the top of the page.

After clicking, the page redirects to the login form.

You have to enter your username and password here and click on 'Sign In'. If it is your first login process, you

will be redirected to another form to change your initial password. Upon success, you are automatically

redirected to the data section.

DATA PROVIDER INTERFACE MENU

When you are logged in, the DPI menu is rendered at the bottom of the data section. The DPI menu is the

central access point to all functionalities of data provision. More details will be presented in the next Section.
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LOGOUT

You can logout by simply clicking on 'Logout' in the DPI menu. You will be redirected to the data section.

Structure and functions

This section provides an overview of the structure and individual functionalities of the DPI as accessible via

the DPI menu.

The menu gives you access to high-level pages for data providers and dataset-specific functions. Some

functions are context sensitive, so they are only available on specific pages, such as a dataset details page.

Functions that aren't available are grey in the menu.

HIGH-LEVEL MENU

Function Description

Draft

Datasets

Gives you access to the list of draft datasets of the current user. Further functions

regarding the draft datasets are available on that page.

My

Catalogues

Gives you access to the list of catalogues that are assigned to the current user. An

assignment implies the right to create, edit and delete datasets in the respective

catalogues.

User Profile Gives you access to the profile of the current user.

Logout Logs the current user out.
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DATASET SUB-MENU

* Only available on a dataset details page.

Create a dataset

You can create a dataset with a wizard-like form that guides you through the provision of the metadata and

data. Just click on Dataset > Create Dataset in the DPI menu.

Function Description

Create Dataset Navigate to the form for creating a new dataset.

Delete Dataset Deletes the current dataset. *

Edit Dataset Navigates to the form for editing the current dataset. *

Set to draft Sets the current dataset as draft, so it is not publicly visible anymore. *

Register DOI Registers a DOI for the current dataset. *
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STRUCTURE AND GENERAL REMARKS

The form is divided into five main steps: 

Essential Properties

Advised Properties

Additional Properties

Distributions

Dataset Overview

The creation of distributions is divided into similar sub steps. You can always switch between the steps by

clicking on the step titles or using the 'Previous Step' or 'Next Step' buttons. There might be cases when a

direct access to a step is not possible, for example, a mandatory field is missing.

In order to prevent accidental data loss, your input is constantly stored in the local storage of the browser.

Even after a reload of the page, your data will be there. You can clear the entire form by clicking on 'Clear'. If

you need information and help about the input fields, you can always click on the i behind each field.

Additional information is then displayed in a pop-over.

Input Fields

The form consists of specialised input fields, supporting the various properties of DCAT-AP.

MULTI-LINGUAL FIELDS

Some properties can be provided in multiple languages. This is supported with the following kind of input

field:

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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You can just add more languages by clicking on the blue button and remove them by clicking on the small

minus sign.

VOCABULARY FIELDS

Many properties depend on controlled vocabularies. You can select the fitting value(s) from these vocabularies

with a search-based dropdown field. Just type in some characters to find a suitable match. Below is an example

for the language property.
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For properties where multiple values can be selected from a vocabulary, you can easily repeat the process for

each value and your selection is displayed under the input form.

Filling the form

By stepping through the wizard you are able to provide all DCAT-AP properties to describe your dataset.

However, only a few properties are mandatory, such as the title and description. You will get a clear warning if

a mandatory property is missing.

In the following, some important details about the form are presented. However, not every property is

discussed. Please consult the DCAT-AP documentation for detailed information about every property.

CREATE DATASET

In the first step, you provide the essential metadata about the data. An important property is the dataset ID,

which will be used in the URL to resolve the dataset after publication ( http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/\

[dataset-id\] ). You can enter it yourself or it will be automatically generated based on the provided title. It
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can only contain lowercase letters, numbers and dashes. Its uniqueness is checked on-the-fly to avoid any

clashes with existing datasets.

You have to select a catalogue, which the dataset will be part of. You can only select catalogues that you have

access to.

By clicking on 'Next Step' you will be directed to the second step.

DEFINE DATASET PROPERTIES

In the second and third step, the remaining properties (advised and additional) of the dataset can be provided.

In order to save space the properties of these pages are collapsed. 
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CREATE DISTRIBUTIONS

In the fourth step you see an overview of all distributions of you dataset. When you start with a fresh dataset

this view will be empty. You can create a distribution by clicking on 'Add Distribution'.
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In the next view, you can provide all possible distribution data in four steps. You can repeat these steps for

each distribution you want to add. To navigate through the steps, use the buttons 'Previous Step' and 'Next

Step' again, or click directly on the step names.
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A central property is the access URL, which gives you access to the actual data of the dataset. If your data is

already hosted and publicly available, you can just provide the URL by selecting the type 'Provide a URL'.

You can also upload your data directly here, by selecting the type 'Upload a file'.
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If you do not provide a separate download URL, the download URL is automatically set to the access URL,

after saving the dataset. On the last page of the distribution wizard you will find an overview of your created

distributions. You can delete or edit them, or add another distribution by clicking on 'Add Distribution'.

When you click on 'Next Step' you will be redirected to the final overview of your dataset.

DATASET OVERVIEW AND STORING

The final step provides you with an overview of your dataset. Note that the layout here is different than the

final dataset detail page. You can switch between different languages, if you have provided literals in multiple

languages. You can still go back to previous steps and make changes to your data. If you want to finish the

process you have two options. By clicking on 'Publish Dataset', your dataset will be published immediately and

publicly visible to all users of the portal. You will be redirected to the public dataset details page. By clicking

on 'Save as Draft', the dataset will be stored separately and will not be publicly available. You can also store a

dataset as draft at any time in the process. 

You will be redirected to the draft overview page. You can later edit or publish the draft dataset.
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Since the access control is catalogue-based, all users that have access to the catalogue of your dataset can

view and edit your draft datasets.

Managing datasets

You can edit, publish and delete datasets. Depending on whether the dataset is public or a draft, the access to

the functions differ.

MANAGING PUBLIC DATASETS

You can manage all datasets that are part of any catalogue you have access to. You can check and access these

catalogues and their datasets by clicking on 'My Catalogues'.

If you are on a dataset details page you use the sub-menu to access the options.
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'Delete Dataset' allows you to delete the current dataset. A final confirmation is required. 'Edit Dataset' will

redirect you to the dataset wizard with already prefilled form fields. You can apply any changes, as if it were a

new dataset. 'Set to draft' will un-publish the dataset and add it to the draft dataset pool.

MANAGING DRAFT DATASETS

You can manage all draft datasets of your catalogues by clicking on 'My Draft Datasets'. Note that you will also

see datasets here that where not created by you in person. Other users may have access to the same

catalogues.

'Delete' allows you to delete the draft dataset. A final confirmation is required and this action cannot be

undone. 'Edit' will redirect you to the dataset wizard with already prefilled form fields. 'Publish' will make the

draft dataset publicly available. After that, it will not appear in the draft list anymore. The 'Linked data' button

gives you access to the raw RDF representation of the dataset.

DOI registration

You can easily register a DOI for your dataset. We use the registration agency of the OP to issue DOIs with the

prefix 10.2906. Therefore, your dataset will be available under 'https:// doi.org/10.2906/[id]', where [id] is a

randomly assigned number.

The registration of a DOI is permanent and should only be considered for finalised datasets. You can only

register one DOI for a single dataset.

REQUIREMENTS

Since the dataset needs to be public, a DOI can only be registered for published datasets and not for drafts. In

addition to the mandatory DCAT-AP properties, you must set the following fields in your dataset: publisher,

creator and the issue date and time. Without this information, the registration process will fail.
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REGISTER A DOI

You can register a DOI for all datasets you have access to. Just browse to a dataset details page, open the

dataset sub-menu and click on 'Register DOI'.

You will need to acknowledge the registration again.

After a successful registration you can reload the details page and find your DOI in the right sidebar. 
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It is possible to repeat the process, when you have updated the metadata of the dataset, such as the title. In

that case, no new id is generated, but the existing one is updated accordingly.
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3. data.europa.eu Application Programming Interfaces

3.1 General Intro to APIs

In digital form, a machine can exchange data. To provide a seamless interaction for data exchange, APIs are

defined by developers of such a machine. Those APIs can guide humans and machines on how to interact and

understand the exchanged data. For each API call, the requesting service is defined as the client and the

service providing data exchange is defined as the server. In case of a human, the browser or a dedicated

application for API calls would represent the humans as the client. Beyond those basic principles, it is

important to understand the concepts of HTTP, URL, data representations formats and predefined

communication methods.

HTTP

The "Hypertext Transfer Protocol" (HTTP) allows to exchange hypertext between machines. Unlike standard

text, hypertext can be non-linear and can contain links to other text. Nevertheless, hypertext can easily be

read and understood by humans. HTTP is not only indispensable for browsing the Web, but has also

established as a standard for modern APIs. The payload via HTTP can be information of any kind, e.g.

executable code or data. Beyond payload, HTTP contains meta information in their headers, e.g. information

about the communication session. To provide a secured communication HTTP is combined "Transport Layer

Security" (TLS). Together they form HTTPS, a secure version of HTTP. HTTPS is crucial to provide a private

conversion against external entities.

URL

A "Uniform Resource Locator" (URL) is form of an address on the Web. In the context of APIs, a URL can

address entry points, functions or resources provided by a server. In general, URLs are used to varying

degrees depending on the API type. Some APIs use URLs only to address an entrypoint, others use path and

query parameters to provide information to the server.

Data representation format

In addition to the communication protocol of the API and where the API is located, an API can define the

representation of the data payload. For this, data may be represented as plain text, structed and encoded data.

In practice, data representation formats are used for structured data that are machine-readable to a certain

degree, e.g. XML, JSON or YAML.
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Predefined methods

When it comes to the management of resource, APIs typically provide create, read, update and delete

operations (CRUD). For this, the HTTP protocol has predefined methods that can be used to define an API.

POST, to create a resource

GET, to read a resource

PUT, to create or update a resource

PATCH, to update a resource

DELETE, to delete a resource

3.1.1 What is OpenAPI and why is it relevant

All APIs on data.europa.eu are documented via OpenAPI. OpenAPI provides a human and machine-readable

language agnostic interface description that enables everyone to use the APIs without having to investigate

the source code. By using the specified syntax of OpenAPI, tools can be used to automatically create accessible

and human readable documentations of our APIs. The screenshot below showcases a human readable

documentation of the MQA API.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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It tells the user how to retrieve global quality measurements from the MQA. It gives the user a short

description of the context of the provided features and concrete explanations of all required and optional

parameters that can be used when using the API. In the case at hand the parameter "filter" can be used, and it

is explained that the value of the parameter must be one of the following: "findability", "accessibility",

"interoperability", "reusability", "contextuality", "score"

The right-hand side gives a concrete URL to request for testing the API. Please note that the example URL is

not using any parameters. These must be added manually. Below the example URL an example response is

given.
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3.2 What is OpenAPI and why is it relevant

All APIs on data.europa.eu are documented via OpenAPI. OpenAPI provides a human and machine-readable

language agnostic interface description that enables everyone to use the APIs without having to investigate

the source code. By using the specified syntax of OpenAPI, tools can be used to automatically create accessible

and human readable documentations of our APIs. The screenshot below showcases a human readable

documentation of the MQA API.

It tells the user how to retrieve global quality measurements from the MQA. It gives the user a short

description of the context of the provided features and concrete explanations of all required and optional

parameters that can be used when using the API. In the case at hand the parameter "filter" can be used, and it

is explained that the value of the parameter must be one of the following: "findability", "accessibility",

"interoperability", "reusability", "contextuality", "score"
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The right-hand side gives a concrete URL to request for testing the API. Please note that the example URL is

not using any parameters. These must be added manually. Below the example URL an example response is

given.
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3.3 data.europa.eu APIs

data.europa.eu provides the following APIs to read our metadata:

Search: https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/search/

SPARQL: https://data.europa.eu/sparql

Registry: https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/repo/

Use cases: https://data.europa.eu/en/export-use-cases

MQA: https://data.europa.eu/api/mqa/cache/

SHACL metadata validation: https://data.europa.eu/api/mqa/shacl/

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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3.4 Beginner examples for querying data.europa.eu APIs

Now, that we have explained how to the OpenAPI documentation works and listed the available APIs on

data.europa.eu, we can provide some example API requests for the search API.

Remember, the URL for the search API is https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/search/. The simplest possible search

is to just request all metadata without any further parameters that would reduce the search results. Looking at

the documentation of the search API this can be achieved by just adding the path "search". Our first example

API call looks like this:

https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/search/

It provides a limited list of all metadata that is stored in data.europa.eu. This list is limited, because

data.europa.eu stores too much metadata and this cannot be transmitted in one single request. If you would

like to get all metadata available, multiple requests would be necessary. Here, a method called paging comes

into play. With paging you can split the results in "pages" and simply go through them. The examples below

will showcase how to retrieve three pages of metadata via the search API:

https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/search/search?page=0&limit=10

https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/search/search?page=1&limit=10

https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/search/search?page=2&limit=10

Note, that these examples introduce the two parameters page and limit. Basically, the API call is asking for

page 0, 1, 2 of the search results with maximum 10 results per page. The page parameter selects the

requested page and limit sets the maximum number of results to be retrieved per page.

For a last example we will add a search term to the request. The following request shall return page 0 with a

maximum of 100 results that match with the search term "water":

https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/search/search?page=0&limit=100&q=water

Please consult the above referenced OpenAPI documentations for more information on how to use out APIs.
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3.5 Manage datasets via API

You can create, update, and delete dataset via the API of data.europa.eu.

Access Control and Tokens

data.europa uses Keycloak as backbone for access control. Hence, every interaction with a restricted API

endpoint requires an interaction with Keycloak to obtain an access token (Party Token). It requires two API

calls to get the token.

PREREQUISITES

You require valid credentials (username and password) for the Keycloak.

You need any tool to interact with a HTTP API, such as Postman or curl for the command line.

STEP 1 - REQUEST USER TOKEN

First you will need to require a User Token by performing a x-www-form-urlencoded POST request to the

following endpoint:

https://data.europa.eu/auth/realms/DEU/protocol/openid-connect/token

The following form values need to be set:

Example with curl:

If successful you will get a JSON response like this:

For then second step you will need [yourusertoken].

• 

• 

Key Value

username [yourusername]

password [yourpassword]

grant_type password

client_id piveau-hub-ui

$ curl --location --request POST "https://data.europa.eu/auth/realms/DEU/protocol/openid-connect/token" \

--header "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded" \

--data-urlencode "grant_type=password" \ 

--data-urlencode "cliend_id=piveau-hub-ui" \ 

--data-urlencode "username=[yourusername]" \

--data-urlencode "password=[yourpassword]"

{

    "access_token": "[yourusertoken]",

    "expires_in": 300,

    "refresh_expires_in": 1800,

    "refresh_token": "[yourrefreshtoken]",

    "token_type": "Bearer",

    "not-before-policy": 0,

    "session_state": "694350c7-38b9-4051-bc2e-e15e34320133",

    "scope": "email profile"

}
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STEP 2 - REQUEST PARTY TOKEN

Now you will need to require a Party Token by again performing a x-www-form-urlencoded POST request to

the following endpoint:

https://data.europa.eu/auth/realms/DEU/protocol/openid-connect/token

The following form values need to be set:

In addition, place the User Token from Step 1 into the header field Authorization with the leading string 

Bearer.

Example with curl:

If successful you will get a JSON response like this:

[yourpartytoken] can now be used to manage datasets in data.europa.eu. Please see Manage Datasets for

details.

REMARKS

For security reasons the tokens expire quickly. You can refresh them by just performing Step 1 and 2 again.

Manage Datasets

This guide gives an overview on how to manage (create, update and delete) datasets in data.europa.eu via its

API.

GENERAL REMARKS

You will the a token to perform the following operations. See Access Control and Tokens for details.

The entire API for dataset management is document with OpenAPI here.

You will require at least write access to one catalogue. Please contact the data.europa.eu administrators for

further information.

Key Value

grant_type urn:ietf:params:oauth:grant-type:uma-ticket

audience piveau-hub-repo

$ curl --location --request POST "https://data.europa.eu/auth/realms/DEU/protocol/openid-connect/token" \

--header "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded" \

--header "Authorization: Bearer [yourusertoken]" \

--data-urlencode "grant_type=urn:ietf:params:oauth:grant-type:uma-ticket " \ 

--data-urlencode "audience=piveau-hub-repo "

{

    "upgraded": false,

    "access_token": "[yourpartytoken]",

    "expires_in": 300,

    "refresh_expires_in": 1800,

    "refresh_token": "[yourrefreshtoken]",

    "token_type": "Bearer",

    "not-before-policy": 0

}

• 

• 

• 

• 
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EXAMPLE DATASET

The following DCAT-AP dataset will be used as an example for this guide. It is serialised in Turtle. You can

provide the dataset in any other common RDF format, such as RDF/XML, JSON-LD, N-Triples, Trig or N3.

CREATE OR UPDATE A DATASET

Creating or updating a dataset is performed with the same endpoint:

https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/repo/datasets/[dataset_id]?catalogue=[catalog_id]

The [dataset_id] can be freely chosen by you and the [catalog_id] determines the catalogue to which the

dataset is added. The dataset ID is scoped within the catalogue. If the combination of dataset ID and catalogue

ID already exists, the dataset is updated. Otherwise, a new dataset is created.

If you create a new dataset it is highly recommend to check if the dataset ID is already taken within the scope of

the catalogue. Just perform a GET request to https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/repo/datasets/[dataset_id]?

catalogue=[catalog_id]

Now you just perform a PUT request to the endpoint by providing the Party Token and the RDF format in the

header. The actual dataset is provided in the body of the request.

Example with curl:

@prefix dcat:   <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> .

@prefix dct:    <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> .

<https://example.eu/set/data/test-dataset>

    a                               dcat:Dataset ;

    dct:title                       "DCAT-AP 2.1.0 Example Dataset"@en ;

    dct:description                 "This is an example Dataset"@en ;

    dcat:theme                      <http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/data-theme/TECH> ;

    dcat:distribution               <https://example.eu/set/distribution/1> .

<https://example.eu/set/distribution/1>

    a                               dcat:Distribution ;

    dct:format                      <http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/file-type/CSV> ;

    dcat:accessURL                  <https://github.com/ec-jrc/COVID-19/blob/master/data-by-country/jrc-covid-19-countries-

latest.csv> .

Danger

$ curl --location --request PUT "https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/repo/datasets/example-dataset?catalogue=test-catalog" \ 

--header "Content-Type: text/turtle" \ 

--header "Authorization: Bearer [yourpartytoken] \

--data-raw "@prefix dcat:   <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> .

@prefix dct:    <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> .

<https://example.eu/set/data/test-dataset>

    a                               dcat:Dataset ;

    dct:title                       \"DCAT-AP 2.1.0 Example Dataset\"@en ;

    dct:description                 \"This is an example Dataset\"@en ;

    dcat:theme                      <http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/data-theme/TECH> ;

    dcat:distribution               <https://example.eu/set/distribution/1> .

<https://example.eu/set/distribution/1>

    a                               dcat:Distribution ;

    dct:format                      <http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/file-type/CSV> ;

    dcat:accessURL                  <https://github.com/ec-jrc/COVID-19/blob/master/data-by-country/jrc-covid-19-countries-

latest.csv> ."
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The following Content-Type values are valid:

If the request was successful you will receive a 201 response for a newly created dataset or a 204 for an

updated dataset.

DELETE A DATASET

You can delete a dataset by performing a DELETE to the same endpoint.

If the request was successful you will receive a 204 response.

Format Value

RDF/XML application/rdf+xml

Turtle text/turtle

JSON-LD application/ld+json

N3 text/n3

Trig application/trig

N-Triples application/n-triples

$ curl --location --request DELETE "https://data.europa.eu/api/hub/repo/datasets/example-dataset?catalogue=test-catalog" \ 

--header "Authorization: Bearer [yourpartytoken] 
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4. Data quality

4.1 Data quality

Our team is aware that the demand for high-quality data is still growing, with a focus on data that is publicly

available and can be easily reused for different purposes. Poor quality of data is a major barrier to data reuse.

Some data cannot be interpreted due to ill-defined, inaccurate elements such as missing values, mismatches,

missing data types, lack of documentation about the structure or format availability (HTML, GIF or PDF).

Users find poor-quality data harder to understand and may use it less often. The data provider may even

appear less reliable as a result.

For these reasons, our team is involved in different initiatives regarding data quality. One of them was the

publication of Data.europa.eu Data Quality Guidelines. This publication contains a set of recommendations

for delivering high-quality data. They are addressed to data providers to support them in preparing their

data, developing their data strategies and ensuring data quality.

The document is composed of the following four parts.

Recommendations for providing high-quality data. The recommendations cover general aspects of quality

issues regarding the findability, accessibility, interoperability and reusability of data (including specific

recommendations for common file formats like CSV, JSON, RDF and XML).

Recommendations for data standardisation (with EU controlled vocabularies) and data enrichment.

Recommendations for documenting data.

Recommendations for improving the 'openness level'.

Useful links

Data.europa.eu Data Quality Guidelines

Training on data and metadata quality on data.europa academy

In the following subsections you will find tips and quick-reference material for providing high-quality data,

standardisation and data enrichment, documenting data and improving the 'openness level'.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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4.2 Recommendations for providing high-quality data

Data needs to be carefully prepared before publication. Preparation is an interactive and agile process used to

explore, combine, clean and transform raw data into curated, high-quality datasets. This process consists of six

different phases, illustrated in the image below.

Source: Publications Office, Data.europa.eu Data Quality Guidelines, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/doi/

10.2830/333095

General tip: make use of tooling and create a data management plan.

Best practices for providing high-quality data (findability, accessibility, interoperability, reusability)
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Source: based on Publications Office, Data.europa.eu Data Quality Guidelines, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/

doi/10.2830/333095
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CSV
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XML
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RDF
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JSON
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APIs
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4.3 Recommendations for standardisation and data enrichment

4.3.1 Recommendations for documenting data

4.3 Recommendations for standardisation and data enrichment
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4.3.2 Recommendations for improving the 'openness level'
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File formats and their achievable openness level

* Strictly according to the five-star model, this format would have to be rated with three stars, since the data

may well be designed to be machine readable. However, we only give one star because this format was not

originally intended to represent machine-readable but human-readable content. Representing machine-

readable content in this format does not meet best practice and is therefore not recommended by the authors.

Source: based on Publications Office, Data.europa.eu Data Quality Guidelines, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/

doi/10.2830/333095
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File formats and their achievable openness level

* Strictly according to the five-star model, this format would have to be rated with three stars, since the data

may well be designed to be machine readable. However, we only give one star because this format was not

originally intended to represent machine-readable but human-readable content. Representing machine-

readable content in this format does not meet best practice and is therefore not recommended by the authors.

Source: based on Publications Office, Data.europa.eu Data Quality Guidelines, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/

doi/10.2830/333095
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 Source:

based on Publications Office, Data.europa.eu Data Quality Guidelines, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/doi/
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5. Data citation

5.1 Data citation

Every day millions of people use data. They search, publish, reuse and analyse. But very often, a major

difficulty for the users is finding the right data. Citing data can help to mitigate this.

In this section you will find information about our initiatives on data citation.

5. Data citation
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5.2 A guide to best practice

Data citation: A guide to best practice is a study and collection of best practices and recommendations in the

field of data citation. It was published by the OP in 2022. It is divided into 3 parts.

Part 1: issues in data citation, general recommendations.

Part 2: recommendations on specific formats and other elements for data citation.

Part 3: issues in data citation, general recommendations.

Below you will find the annexes that contain useful quick reference materials like checklists, diagrams and

examples.

If you are interested in this topic, you can find a dedicated training in data.europa academy where the author,

Paul Jessop, presents the study in an online seminar.

Useful links:

Data citation: A guide to best practice

Recording of the online seminar 'Data citation'

Slides from the online seminar 'Data citation'

Data citation training on data.europa academy.

In the following subsections you will find quick-reference material for data citation.

Checklist (long) for footnotes or reference-list entries

The following steps should be a checklist when creating a citation that will appear in a footnote or reference-

list entry.

The key initial step is to refer to the metadata of the dataset that has been used. This may include a 'cite this

dataset as' function. This will provide most, or all of the information needed, though it may appear in a slightly

different format and some editing work may be needed.

Otherwise, the metadata should include all the information needed, though sometimes a little 'research' will be

needed to locate some of it.
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https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/semantic-interoperability-community-semic/solution/dcat-application-

profile-data-portals-europe

http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm

Source: Publications Office, Jessop, P., Data citation: A guide to best practice, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/doi/

10.2830/59387

• 

• 
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Checklist (short) for footnotes or reference- list entries

Elements:

Source: Publications Office, Jessop, P., Data citation: A guide to best practice, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/doi/

10.2830/59387

Diagram for footnote and reference citation style with date format compliant with DCAT-AP

Elements:
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Source: Publications Office, Jessop, P., *Data citation: A guide to best practice*, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/

doi/10.2830/59387

Diagram for footnote and reference citation style with date format compliant with the Interinstitutional Style Guide

Elements:

Source: Publications Office, Jessop, P., Data citation: A guide to best practice, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/doi/

10.2830/59387

Examples of citations with date format compliant with DCAT-AP

European Commission, Directorate-General for Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets

Union, 'Consolidated list of persons, groups, and entities subject to EU financial sanctions,' 2016 (updated

2020-10-23), accessed 2021-10-01, http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/consolidated-list-of-persons-groups-and-

entities-subject-to-eu-financial-sanctions-fisma

European Commission, Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs (Small

Medium Enterprises), 'Tenders Electronic Daily (TED) (csv subset) -- public procurement notices,' version 3.3,

2015 (updated 2020-11-22), http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/ted-csv

European Commission, Directorate-General for Informatics, 'National Interoperability Framework Observatory

(NIFO) -- Digital Public Administration factsheets 2020', accessed 2021-10-01, http://data.europa.eu/doi/

10.2906/100105103105116/1

European Commission, European Chemicals Agency, 'Mammalian toxicokinetic database (MamTKDB) 1.0,'

version 1.0, 2021, accessed 2021-10-01, http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/mammalian-toxicokinetic-database-

mamtkdb-1-0

European Commission, European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 'COVID-19 coronavirus data --

daily (up to 14 December 2020)', accessed 2021-10-01, http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/covid-19-

coronavirus-data-daily-up-to-14-december-2020
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European Commission, Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs,

'Cosmetic ingredient database (Cosing) -- List of substances prohibited in cosmetic products,' 2016 (updated

2018-12-14), http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/cosmetic-ingredient-database-2-list-of-substances-prohibited-in- 

cosmetic-products

'European database of suspected adverse drug reaction reports (EudraVigilance),' European Commission,

European Medicines Agency, 2015 (updated 2019-01-10), http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/suspected-

adverse-drug-reaction-reports

European Commission, Joint Research Centre, 'European Soil Database v2.0 (vector and attribute data),' 2021,

accessed 2021-10-01, http://data.europa.eu/89h/jrc-esdac-1

Sevini, F. and Arnés-Novau, X., 'Export Control Handbook for Chemicals,' version 2021 edition, European

Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC), 2021, accessed 2021-10-01, http://data.europa.eu/89h/

8f0d4fa2-110d-4c05-b2a8-ecd3addbf16b

Nijs, W. and Ruiz, P., '01_JRC-EU-TIMES Full model', European Commission, Joint Research Centre, 2019, 

http://data.europa.eu/89h/8141a398-41a8-42fa-81a4-5b825a51761b

'AMECO -- ECFIN annual macroeconomic database,' European Commission, Directorate- General for Economic

and Financial Affairs, (updated 2020-11-05), http://data.europa. eu/88u/dataset/ameco

European Commission, Directorate-General for Energy, 'Energy modelling -- EU Reference Scenario 2016', 

http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/energy-modelling

European Commission, Eurostat, 'Airport traffic data by reporting airport and airlines' (avia_tf_apal), most

recent data 2021-09-01, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ databrowser/view/avia_tf_apal/default/table?lang=en

European Commission, Eurostat, 'Total length of motorways' (ttr00002), accessed 2021-10-15, https://

ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/ttr00002/default/ table?lang=en

European Commission, Eurostat, 'Real GDP growth rate -- volume' (tec00115), updated 2021-09-28, https://

ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/tec00115/default/ table?lang=en

Publications Office of the European Union, 'Country Named Authority List,' 2009 (updated 2021-09-29), http://

data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/country

Source: Publications Office, Jessop, P., Data citation: A guide to best practice, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/doi/

10.2830/59387

Examples of citations with date format compliant with the Interinstitutional Style Guide

European Commission, Directorate-General for Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets

Union, 'Consolidated list of persons, groups, and entities subject to EU financial sanctions,' 2016 (updated

23 October 2020), accessed 1 October 2021, http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/consolidated-list-of-persons-

groups-and- entities-subject-to-eu-financial-sanctions-fisma

European Commission, Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs,

'Tenders Electronic Daily (TED) (csv subset) -- public procurement notices,' version 3.3, 2015 (updated

22 November 2020), http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/ted-csv
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European Commission, Directorate-General for Informatics, 'National Interoperability Framework Observatory

(NIFO) -- Digital public administration factsheets 2020', accessed 1 October 2021, http://data.europa.eu/doi/

10.2906/100105103105116/1

European Commission, European Chemicals Agency, 'Mammalian toxicokinetic database (MamTKDB) 1.0,'

version 1.0, 2021, accessed 1 October 2021, http://data. europa.eu/88u/dataset/mammalian-toxicokinetic-

database-mamtkdb-1-0

European Commission, European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 'COVID-19 coronavirus data --

daily (up to 14 December 2020)', accessed 1 October 2021, http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/covid-19-

coronavirus-data-daily-up-to- 14-december-2020

'European database of suspected adverse drug reaction reports (EudraVigilance),' European Commission,

European Medicines Agency, 2015 (updated 10 January 2019), http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/suspected-

adverse-drug-reaction-reports

European Commission, Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs,

'Cosmetic ingredient database (Cosing) -- List of substances prohibited in cosmetic products,' 2016 (updated

14 December 2018), http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/cosmetic-ingredient-database-2-list-of- substances-

prohibited-in-cosmetic-products

European Commission, Joint Research Centre, 'European soil database v2.0 (vector and attribute data),' 2021,

accessed 1 October 2021, http://data.europa.eu/89h/jrc- esdac-1

Sevini, F. and Arnés-Novau, X., 'Export control handbook for chemicals,' version 2021 edition, European

Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC), 2021, accessed 1 October 2021, http://data.europa.eu/89h/

8f0d4fa2-110d-4c05-b2a8-ecd3addbf16b

Nijs, W. and Ruiz, P., '01_JRC-EU-TIMES full model', European Commission, Joint Research Centre, 2019, 

http://data.europa.eu/89h/8141a398-41a8-42fa-81a4-5b825a51761b

'AMECO -- ECFIN annual macroeconomic database,' European Commission, Directorate-General for Economic

and Financial Affairs, (updated 5 November 2020), http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/ameco

European Commission, Directorate-General for Energy, 'Energy modelling -- EU reference scenario 2016', 

http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/energy-modelling

European Commission, Eurostat, 'Airport traffic data by reporting airport and airlines' (avia_tf_apal), most

recent data 1 September 2021, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ databrowser/view/avia_tf_apal/default/table?

lang=en

European Commission, Eurostat, 'Total length of motorways' (ttr00002), accessed 15 October 2021, https://

ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/ttr00002/ default/table?lang=en

European Commission, Eurostat, 'Real GDP growth rate -- volume' (tec00115), updated 18 September 2021, 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/tec00115/ default/table?lang=en

Publications Office of the European Union, 'Country named authority list,' 2009 (updated 29 September 2021),

http://data.europa.eu/88u/dataset/country

Source: Publications Office, Jessop, P., Data citation: A guide to best practice, 2022, https://data.europa.eu/doi/

10.2830/59387
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5.3 Citation button

The citation button will help you retrieve citations for datasets without much effort and will guarantee their

correctness.

Where can you find it?

Just go to the page of the dataset you want to cite. You will find the button on the grey menu, last position on

the right.

 

How can you use it?

Just click on 'Cite' and choose your preferred citation style. You can choose among the following: EU Data

Citation, APA, Harvard, Vancouver.

5.3 Citation button
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Once you click on your preferred style, the citation will display on the screen.

Copy to clipboard and it is ready -- you can paste your citation wherever you need.
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6. Data visualisation

6.1 Data visualisation

Half of the human brain is dedicated to processing things visually. Therefore, visualising information helps

people perceive and make sense of concepts and relationships in a complex modern world today. As a result,

effective visualisations can contribute to a significantly better understanding of data and policies. They can

achieve a considerably higher impact on policymakers and citizens and contribute to considerably higher

political support.

The OP offers various services related to this competence, in the portal data.europa.eu, organisation of

conferences, webinars, training material, etc.
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6.2 Data visualisation on data.europa.eu

The visualisation tool uses as data source the files as provided by the source. By doing so, it allows users to

grasp the data quickly and to understand if the dataset provides the information that the user is looking for.

The 'Preview' button is available for all datasets in CSV format (more formats will be added over time). It can

show the data in tabular and graphical format without the need for downloading. Geo-Visualisation is available

for geodata WMS and GeoJSON files.

Potential errors: it is possible that the tool may not accept the provided file format or that the files may be

corrupted at the source. The portal has no influence on the source files.

6.2 Data visualisation on data.europa.eu
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6.3 EU DataViz

EU DataViz is an international conference on open data and data visualisation addressing the needs of the

public sector across the EU. It is organised by the OP and the first edition was in 2019, followed by the second

edition in 2021 as part of the EU Open Data Days.

In a nutshell, the conference addressed how to translate complex issues and knowledge into digestible and

relevant language that resonates with EU citizens and policymakers. Additionally, it helps to explore and

analyse data to develop better policies.

Featuring expert speakers, EU DataViz 2021 provided an overview of innovative techniques and best practices

used in both the private and the public sectors, offering the participants valuable insights into open-data and

data-visualisation techniques and practices. The recordings, programme and presentations are available on

the website.

Watch the video on EU Open Data Days and discover the EU DataViz event: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=_PGRfvsNooQ

6.3.1 Data visualisation on data.europa.eu

Following the organisation of the first EU DataViz (2019), we created one section under data.europa academy

on data visualisation to offer deeper understanding on this topic, its potential benefits and the necessary

techniques to visualise open data.

You can watch the EU DataViz webinars, inviting speakers to present their best practices and innovative

techniques regarding data visualisation.

6.3 EU DataViz
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7. Contact

7.1 Contacting the portal

By online contact form

You can contact us using our contact form, which allows you to choose the issue type (request for information,

feedback and suggestions for improvement, error report, question on copyright/reuse of data, question on

SPARQL/API, question on specific dataset, suggestion for a new dataset, other questions)

Simply click on https://data.europa.eu/en/feedback/form

7.2 Contacting the EU

In person

All over the European Union there are hundreds of Europe Direct information centres. You can find the

address of the centre nearest you at: https://europa.eu/european-union/contact_en

On the phone or by email

Europe Direct is a service that answers your questions about the European Union. You can contact this

service:

by freephone: 00 800 6 7 8 9 10 11 (certain operators may charge for these calls),

at the following standard number: +32 22999696, or

by email via: https://europa.eu/european-union/contact_en

7.3 Finding information about the EU

Online

Information about the European Union in all the official languages of the EU is available on the Europa

website at: https://europa.eu/european-union/index_en

EU publications

You can download or order free and priced EU publications from: https://op.europa.eu/en/publications Multiple

copies of free publications may be obtained by contacting Europe Direct or your local information centre (see 

https://europa.eu/european-union/contact_en).

EU law and related documents

For access to legal information from the EU, including all EU law since 1951 in all the official language

versions, go to EUR-Lex at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu

Open data from the EU

• 

• 

• 
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The official portal for European data (https://data.europa.eu/en) provides access to datasets from the EU. Data

can be downloaded and reused for free, for both commercial and non-commercial purposes.
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8. Glossary

8.1 ADMS (asset description metadata schema)

A vocabulary to describe interoperability assets making it possible for ICT developers to explore and search

for interoperability assets. ADMS allows public administrations, businesses, standardisation bodies and

academia to:

describe semantic assets in a common way so that they can be seamlessly cross-queried and discovered by

ICT developers from a single access point;

search, identify, retrieve and compare semantic assets, avoiding duplication and expensive design work

through a single point of access;

keep their own system for documenting and storing semantic assets;

improve indexing and visibility of their own assets;

link semantic assets to one another in cross-border and cross-sector settings.

Source: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/adms/description

8.2 API

Application programming interface (API) is a way computer programmes talk to one another. It can be

understood in terms of how a programmer sends instructions between programmes.

Source: http://schoolofdata.org/handbook/appendix/glossary

8.3 CKAN (comprehensive knowledge archive network)

A data management system that makes data accessible by providing tools to streamline publishing, sharing,

finding and using data. CKAN is aimed at data publishers (national and regional governments, companies and

organisations) working to make their data open and available.

Source: http://ckan.org/

8.4 Controlled vocabularies

Organised arrangements of words and phrases used to index and/or to retrieve content. A collection of

controlled vocabularies is, for example, part of the multilingual metadata registry (http://

publications.europa.eu/mdr/index.html). Known also as authority tables, they group concepts like languages,

currencies, interinstitutional procedures and many others.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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8.5 CORDIS (Community Research and Development Information Service)

The European Commission's primary public repository and portal to disseminate information on all EU-funded

research projects and their results.

Source: http://cordis.europa.eu/home_en.html

8.6 (Data) crawling

A crawler is a programme that visits websites and reads their pages and other information to create entries

for a search engine index, among others. All major search engines on the web have such a programme, which

is also known as a 'spider' or a 'bot'.

Source: http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/definition/crawler

When extracting data from the web, the term 'crawling' is often also referred to as 'data scraping' or

'harvesting'. There is a difference between these terms: crawling refers to dealing with datasets where

someone can develop their own crawlers (or bots), which crawl to the deepest parts of the web pages; data

scraping on the other hand refers to retrieving information from any source (not necessarily from the web).

Source: https://www.promptcloud.com/blog/data-scraping-vs-data-crawling

8.7 CSV (comma-separated values)

'Comma-separated values' file format, often used to exchange data between differently similar applications.

The CSV file format is useable by KSpread, OpenOffice Calc and Microsoft Excel spreadsheet applications.

Many other applications support CSV to import or export data.

Source: http://edoceo.com/utilitas/csv-file-format

8.8 Data citation

Refers to the practice of providing a reference to data in the same way as researchers routinely provide a

bibliographic reference to outputs such as journal articles, reports, and conference papers.

Source: https://www.ands.org.au/working-with-data/citation-and-identifiers/data-citation

8.9 Dataset

A collection of related sets of data that is composed of separate elements but that can be processed as a whole

and accessed or downloaded in one or more formats.

8.10 DCAT (Data Catalogue Vocabulary)

An RDF vocabulary for interoperability of data catalogues.

See also: http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat
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8.11 DCAT-AP (DCAT application profile)

A common vocabulary for describing datasets hosted in data portals in Europe, based on the DCAT. It is the

W3C standard.

See also: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/dcat_application_profile/description

8.12 (Data) dump

A large amount of data transferred from one system or location to another.

Source: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com

8.13 DCMI (Dublin core metadata initiative)

An open organisation supporting innovation in metadata design and best practices across the metadata

ecosystem.

Source: http://dublincore.org/

8.14 ELI (European legislation identifier)

It allows to uniquely identify and access national and European legislation online and to guarantee easier

access, exchange, and use of legislation for public authorities, professional users, academics and citizens. ELI

paves the way for a semantic web of legal gazettes and official journals.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Legislation_Identifier

8.15 FOAF

'Friend of a friend' is a machine-readable descriptive vocabulary of persons, their activities and their relations

to other people and objects. FOAF allows groups of people to describe social networks without the need for a

centralised database.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FOAF_%28ontology%29

8.16 GeoDCAT

GeoDCAT-AP is an extension of DCAT-AP for describing geospatial datasets, dataset series and services. It

provides an RDF syntax binding for the union of metadata elements defined in the core profile of 

ISO 19115:2003 and those defined in the framework of the Inspire directive. Its basic use case is to make

spatial datasets, data series and services searchable on general data portals, thereby making geospatial

information better searchable across borders and sectors. This can be achieved by the exchange of

descriptions of datasets among data portals.

8.11 DCAT-AP (DCAT application profile)
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The GeoDCAT-AP specification does not replace the Inspire metadata regulation nor the Inspire metadata

technical guidelines based on ISO 19115 and ISO 19119. Its purpose is given owners of geospatial metadata

the possibility to achieve more by providing an additional RDF syntax binding.

More information: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/release/geodcat-ap-v10

8.17 IMMC (Interinstitutional Metadata Maintenance Committee)

Interinstitutional Metadata Maintenance Committee. The minimum set of metadata elements, the so-called

IMMC core metadata, that is to be used in the data exchange.

Source: https://op.europa.eu/en/web/eu-vocabularies/immc

8.18 Interoperability

The ability of systems to easily exchange information and use the exchanged information.

8.19 JSON (JavaScript object notation)

JavaScript object notation is an open-standard format that uses human-readable text to transmit data objects

consisting of attribute--value pairs. It is the most common data format used for asynchronous browser/server

communication (AJAX, or asynchronous JavaScript and XML).

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON

8.20 Legal notice

An important metadata element is the legal notice for your data. Use of content catalogued in the EU Open

Data Portal is permitted free of charge for commercial or non-commercial purposes. According to its copyright

notice, 'Reuse is authorised provided the source is acknowledged,' unless otherwise stated. This follows the

principles of the reuse policy implemented through Directive 2013/37/EU and Decision 2011/833/EU. In the

same way, reuse should fully respect privacy legislation and does not apply to data subject to the intellectual

property rights of third parties. In limited cases it can be subject to conditions (Article 2(2) of

Decision 2011/833/EU).

8.21 Linked data

Linked data describes a method of publishing structured data so that they can be interlinked. It builds upon

standard web technologies such as HTTP and URI, but rather than using them to serve web pages for human

readers it extends them to share information in a way that can be automatically read by computers.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data

Linked data is one of the core pillars of the 'semantic web', also known as the 'web of data'. The semantic web

is about making links between datasets that are understandable not only to humans, but also to machines, and

linked data provides the best practices for making these links possible. In other words, linked data is a set

of design principles for sharing machine-readable interlinked data on the web.
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Source: https://ontotext.com/knowledgehub/fundamentals/linked-data-linked-open-data/

8.22 Linked data principles

Linked data principles provide a common API for data on the web that is more convenient than many

separately and differently designed APIs published by individual data suppliers. Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor

of the web and the initiator of the linked data project, proposed the following principles upon which linked

data is based:

use URIs to name things;

use HTTP URIs so that things can be referred to and looked up (dereferenced) by people and user agents;

when someone looks up a URI, provide useful information using open web standards such as RDF or

SPARQL;

include links to other related things using their URIs when publishing on the web.

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-glossary/#linked-data-principles

8.23 Machine readable

Machine-readable data are data in a format that can be interpreted by a computer program. There are two

types of machine-readable data:

human-readable data that are marked up so that they can also be understood by computers, for example,

microformats and RDFa;

data formats intended principally for computers, for example, RDF, XML and JSON.

8.24 Mashup

The combination of multiple datasets from multiple sources to create a new service, visualisation, or

information.

8.25 Metadata

Metadata is structured information that describes, explains, locates or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve,

use or manage an information resource. Metadata is often referred to as data about data.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Metadata is important for many reasons, most specifically to:

facilitate discovery;

enable high ranking of search results;

enable refinement of a search;

help organise electronic datasets;

provide digital identification;

support archiving and preservation;

facilitate interoperability, that is, the ability of systems to exchange information and use the exchanged

information.

Why is the quality of metadata important?

Metadata is the first indicator for a qualitative assessment of a dataset, as it provides information about the

content and the quality of the data. In short, metadata enables users to discover the data and understand the

structure of the data, the terms under which it can be reused and its origin.

Source: http://www.niso.org/publications/press/UnderstandingMetadata.pdf

8.26 Metadata registry

The metadata registry is an important interoperability and standardisation tool. It registers and maintains

definition data (metadata elements, named authority lists, schemas, etc.) used by the different European

institutions.

Source: http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/index.html

8.27 (Data) mining

The practice of examining large pre-existing databases to generate added information.

Source: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com

8.28 Multilingual thesauri

A standard vocabulary (i.e., EuroVoc) which can be easily translated to other languages. For international

interoperability it is useful to use multilingual thesauri.

8.29 Ontology

A formal model that allows knowledge to be represented for a specific domain. An ontology describes the types

of things that exist (classes), the relationships between them (properties) and the logical ways those classes

and properties can be used together (axioms).

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-glossary/#ontology

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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8.30 Open government data

Data collected, produced or paid for by the public bodies and made freely available for use for any purpose.

8.31 Open standards

Generally understood as technical standards that are free from licencing restrictions. They can also be

interpreted to mean standards that are developed in a vendor-neutral manner.

Source: http://schoolofdata.org/handbook/appendix/glossary

8.32 (Data) parsing

Breaking a data block into smaller chunks by following a set of rules so that it can be more easily interpreted,

managed or transmitted by a computer.

Source: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/parsing.html

8.33 PDF (Portable Document Format)

A file format used to present and exchange documents independently of software, hardware, or operating

systems. It is an open standard maintained by the International Organisation for Standardisation.

Source: https://acrobat.adobe.com/be/en/products/about-adobe-pdf.html

8.34 PSI (public sector information)

It is the wide range of information that public sector bodies collect, produce, reproduce and disseminate in

many areas of activity while accomplishing their institutional tasks. It can be made available under a variety of

(not always open) licences.

8.35 Raw data

An expression that refers to data in their original state, not having been processed, aggregated or manipulated

in any other way. It is also defined as 'primary data'.

8.36 RDF (Resource Description Framework)

A family of international standards for data interchange on the web. RDF is based on the idea of identifying

things using web identifiers or HTTP URIs and describing resources in terms of simple properties and

property values.

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-glossary/#rdf
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8.37 RDFa

Resource description framework in attributes is a W3C recommendation that adds a set of attribute-level

extensions to HTML, XHTML and various XML-based document types for embedding rich metadata within web

documents.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RDFa

8.38 Resource

The physical representation of a dataset. Each resource can be a file of any kind, a link to a file elsewhere on

the web or a link to an API. For example, if the data is being supplied in multiple formats or split into different

areas or time periods, each file is a different 'resource' that should be described individually.

8.39 Semantic web

An evolution or part of the web that consists of machine-readable data in RDF and an ability to query that

information in standard ways (e.g. via SPARQL).

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-glossary/#semantic-web

8.40 (Data) scraping

The process of extracting data in machine-readable formats of non-pure data sources, for example webpages

or PDF documents. The term is often prefixed with the source (e.g. web scraping, PDF scraping).

Sources: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_scraping

8.41 SDMX (statistical data and metadata exchange)

An international initiative that aims at standardising and modernising the mechanisms and processes for the

exchange of statistical data and metadata among international organisations and their member countries.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SDMX

8.42 SHACL

Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) is a W3C specification for validating graph-based data against a set of

conditions. Among others, SHACL includes features to express conditions that constrain the number of values

that a property may have, the type of such values, numeric ranges, string matching patterns and logical

combinations of such constraints. SHACL also includes an extension mechanism to express more complex

conditions in languages such as SPARQL.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHACL
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8.43 SPARQL

SPARQL protocol and RDF query language (SPARQL) defines a query language for RDF data, analogous to the

Structured Query Language (SQL) for relational databases.

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-glossary/#sparql

8.44 SPARQL endpoint

A service that accepts SPARQL queries and returns answers as SPARQL result sets. It is a best practice for

dataset providers to give the URL of their SPARQL endpoint to allow access to their data programmatically or

through a web interface.

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-glossary/#sparql-endpoint

8.45 StatDCAT

The StatDCAT application aims at providing a commonly agreed dissemination vocabulary for statistical open

data. StatDCAT-AP defines a certain number of additions to the DCAT-AP model that can be used to describe

datasets in any format, for example, those published in SDMX, a standard for the exchange of statistical data.

The principal objective of the development of the StatDCAT-AP, which is funded under the ISA^2^ action of

the European Commission on 'Promoting semantic interoperability amongst the European Union Member

States (SEMIC)', is to facilitate a better integration of the existing statistical data portals within open data

portals, thus improving the discoverability of statistical datasets across domains, sectors and borders. This will

be beneficial for the general data portals, enabling enhanced services for the discovery of statistical data.

More information: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/statdcat-application-profile-data-portals-europe

8.46 Structured data

Data that reside in fixed fields within a record or file. Relational databases and spreadsheets are examples of

structured data. Although data in XML files are not fixed in location like traditional database records, they are

still structured because the data are tagged and can be accurately identified.

Source: http://www.pcmag.com/encyclopedia/term/52162/structured-data

8.47 Triplestore

A triplestore is a purpose-built database for the storage and retrieval of triples through semantic queries. A

triple is a data entity composed of subject-predicate-object, like 'Bob is 35' or 'Bob knows Fred'. Much like a

relational database, information is stored in a triplestore and retrieved via a query language. Unlike a

relational database, a triplestore is optimised for the storage and retrieval of triples. In addition to queries,

triples can usually be imported/exported using RDF and other formats.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triplestore
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8.48 URI (uniform resource identifier)

A string that uniquely identifies virtually anything, including a physical building or more abstract concepts

such as colours. It may or may not be resolvable on the web.

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-glossary/#uniform-resource-identifier

8.49 URL (uniform resource locator)

A global identifier commonly called a 'web address'. A URL is resolvable on the web. All HTTP URLs are URIs;

however, not all URIs are URLs.

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-glossary/#uniform-resource-locator

8.50 Vocabulary

A collection of terms for a particular purpose. Vocabularies can range from simple, such as the widely used

RDF schema, FOAF and DCMI element set to complex vocabularies with thousands of terms, such as those

used in healthcare to describe symptoms, diseases and treatments. Vocabularies play an especially significant

role in linked data, specifically to help with data integration. The use of this term overlaps quite often with

that of 'ontology', see Section 6.29.

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/ld-glossary/#vocabulary

8.51 XML (Extensible Markup Language)

It is a markup language that defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a format which is both human

readable and machine readable. See the standard here: https://www.w3.org/XML/

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML
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